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PREFACE 
The following are essays written with minor editing (less a few graphics and video embeds) 

during the time that history will call the “COVID19 Pandemic.” Most will not have a myriad of 

citations and links. Just the words and thoughts had at that moment in time. 

Not all essays have a Covid emphasis. Rather, they touch on an array of topics such as politics, 

psychology, socio-economics, and America under attack since the 2020s began. The moments 

reflect what the author felt or intuitions about what was coming. Most all are validated as of 

this publication. A couple are short stories. 

The main critiques range across the emotional and logical spectrum in the worry over a 

country’s future. Nefarious political forces have undermined the foundations of the U.S. 

Constitution with pandering, placating rhetoric and devious designs since at least the 

Progressive Era. From Wilson and FDR, to LBJ and Biden, the worst government overreaches 

domestically have destroyed state and one’s individual rights. With similar results, the LBJ, 

neocon Bush, and Obama administrations, generated long foreign wars that paid off Pentagon 

buddies and cronies while sacrificing lives of U.S. men and women and foreigners alike.1 The 

American people did not want this – but the CIA-influencer media did. Lies and propaganda sold 

unnecessary wars and poisonous welfare alike to control the masses.  

These United States have a great ability to repair themselves. Once the country realizes that 

Globalist forces (including its own once-treasured American companies) and Chinese warfare 

tactics have been operating without remorse on its very soul. The former, a stated plan to move 

to a one-world governance; the latter, a vengeful CCP that has dreams too of world domination. 

Such forces worked in concert in 2022 to divvy up the entirety of Westphalian System into 

nothingness.2 Some may cheer this occurrence. Others might realize the new system is not 

going to benefit them or billions of others. 

Inside the United States’ own borders, and embedded in the District of Columbia, lay subverted 

and corrupted politicians that have access to your tax dollars. Those dollars are being wasted 

on pet pork barrel projects; or worse: kickbacks to their own personal coffers while paying off 

MNC corporations as the politicians and lobbyists steal from the overly-taxed citizenry. This 

comes in concert with the Federal Reserve cracking from over a decade of quantitative easing 

as a 2022 recession came about even with massive prior injections of “money.”3 Further 

subversion comes through educating that the United States philosophy is “bad” – something 

politicians like Barack Obama inserted often into the conversation – and needs to wind down its 

existence. The corporations are on board, hoping less prosperity for Americans as Bank of 

America was caught noting aloud.4 

The jackals of Communism, and Fascistic Globalists alike, have infested mass media, social 

media discourse, and the educational, medical and political fields. They push lies, falsities, and 

produced “packaged” fear narratives to keep the common people in a state of flux. From the 

start of COVID19, China provided deadly images, flooding the zone with nightmarish scenarios 



and ginning up a “lockdown” strategy.5 Their media minions, in particular, did their utmost to 

scare and blame shift to the non-complaint through labeling them as “evil” or “selfish.” 

This echoed the 1930s march of Nazism and Communism, with the newest propaganda 

mediums of the day: radio and the movies. This, with the expertise of Edward Bernays, who was 

lauded by Goebbels and related to Sigmund Freud, generated rising media outrage machine in 

Germany. After the Nazi Socialists defeated the Communists, the Nazis sought vengeance on 

the Jewish population. (And then later, Hitler allied with Stalin’s Communists to split up Poland 

at the start of World War II on September 1, 1939. That deal lasted until June 22, 1941. What is 

little noted is the Americans, post-war, taking in top Nazi Scientists in Operation Paperclip as 

the CIA birth had those Fascist elements right at the outset.) 

Social Media in the 21st century is a viral and malicious force on this planet as well. Social Media 

poisons society’s notions on free speech and personal rights. In a mere twenty years, the 

Internet, once a free and rather benign operation has been hijacked by Globalists. Social Media 

billionaires gather your data, packaging it up to the highest bidder, and then sell it to either a 

corporate or government entity, like the CCP uses expertly with TikTok. This juices their private, 

corporate profits while they rot out people’s brains and keep people amused, angry or anxious 

depending on what is needed as the next agenda is rolled out. 

Such Fascism, the coordination of corporate power through government edicts, has escalated 

to extreme levels. When Biden’s Press Secretary speaks of the “Disinformation Dozen”6 and the 

corporate media, owned by Forbes7, Bloomberg8, Gates9, Bezos10 or China11 chimes in similarly, 

what should that tell you about their motives? This leaves aside Facebook, Twitter, YouTube 

and others. The Section 230 tango where government paces the regulatory dance to the dutiful 

platforms’ advantages only as long as they enforce an executive branch’s whims, edicts and 

overreaches. 

Such is not just a U.S. problem. Cuba, long communistic, just passed a misinformation law.12 

And if that does not raise concerns, then there is reporting in the aftermath of Afghanistan’s 

amazing fall. The chaos and disarray, with $83 Billion13 in armaments left behind, 13 soldiers 

dead,14 just days after Biden made, yet again,15 more empty promises. Now, Americans are in a 

“hostage” situation with “analytical silence” coming from these same media “platforms.”16  

Meanwhile, the modern Chinese government, who rather likes those prior German plights, 

have aligned ideologically to those dark historical forces. From their outset in 1921, the Chinese 

Communists have sought power with the least amount of investment. Even during World War, 

the CCP only fought the Japanese when pro-Nationalist Chiang Kai-shek forces wavered. Our 

British allies were not a hugely helpful force here either as they preferred a divided China. 

Maybe foreseeing issues sown (by them) in the 1840s coming back at them if the Chinese 

attained power again.17 

The CCP modern strategy of deploying asymmetric hybrid warfare, across the world, came 

about, in full, during the late 1990s. This after acknowledging their goals were to undermine the 

https://archive.is/4UB5R#selection-2957.1-2969.82
https://archive.is/bFj8H#selection-245.0-245.92
https://archive.is/XaZag
https://archive.is/nZsnW
https://archive.is/EYEYe#selection-1557.0-1561.426


West, using their own free markets against them. The CCP have nearly two million spies or 

operatives in Western companies, governments, think tanks, and other key institutions.18 Their 

connections to the West coast politicians (Feinstein, Swalwell) and old U.S. politicians 

(McConnell, Biden, Bush) just scratches the surface of their infiltration which includes medicine. 

The CCP uses our open societies in the West, to subvert generation after generation, to hate 

and doubt themselves. The CCP has also sought the innovation and technology of the West, 

through theft of IP, and elite capture, through BGY19, to soundly manipulate conversations to 

their liking. They used our U.S. Agencies to sneak out technologies that we, the taxpayers, 

funded!20 Their operatives slept with a Congressional member (Swalwell), who sits on an 

intelligence committee in 2021. An operative drove a U.S. Senator around for twenty years.21 

The CCP’s recent air incursions over Taiwan22, who established an independent country back in 

1949, operated both democratically and successfully, are now under an invasion or violent 

threat from the mainland Chinese dictator in Xi Jinping increasingly. CCP propaganda has 

threatened Japan with nuclear annihilation if they dare intervene to Taiwan’s defense. The CCP 

has put Australians in its crosshairs as well, even before the recent AUKUS submarine deal.23,24 

See how tolerant those Communists are!25  

 

Now to see what comes next – is it a Sudetenland or a Poland moment? China too has 

recognized the Taliban as the government in Afghanistan along with Iran, Pakistan, and Turkey 

as of this writing. The CCP’s Belt-n-Road Initiative over land depends on the use of Afghani soil 

https://archive.is/kPtAj#selection-1675.0-1681.209
https://archive.is/kPtAj#selection-1675.0-1681.209
https://archive.is/XyTdY#selection-837.73-837.494
https://acd.od.nih.gov/documents/presentations/06122020ForeignInfluences.pdf
https://archive.is/FpciR
https://archive.is/cZLtD#selection-757.0-791.152
https://archive.is/C5h7h
https://archive.is/ovhI4


to build a rail line and exploit precious metals from their lands. Plus, the use of Bagram Airbase 

that the United States built.26 [And we thought the U.S. was merely after the resources?] 

The United States’ biggest errors come from President’s past and their short-sighted policy 

blunders: decoupling of human rights from China’s trade policy (Clinton); signing off on China’s 

WTO entry and entry into two Middle East wars (Bush); fueling up the Arab Spring (Obama); 

and the handing over of Afghanistan to the Taliban (Biden).  

Trump’s issues are many, and varied, as well. He though didn’t even have his top general’s 

support. Gen. Mark Milley was signaling in phone calls to a Chinese General U.S. defense 

posture and making deals to provide prior warning of an imminent attack.27 Quite a coup the 

CCP carried out on the entire World with the help of a few Globalist friends. Trump positions on 

COVID crisis, and support of, vaccinations, without the foggiest clue the people he was dealing 

with, can be noted in his signing of EO #13887 that gave 10 Federal Agencies, who despised 

him, enormous emergency powers during a health crisis.28 This may be the largest of all errors – 

if, humanity does not figure out the underlying reasons for centralized control from the D.C. 

Agencies, Beijing’s Xi, or even Davos, Switzerland own Fascist in Dr. Klaus Schwab. And lest we 

forget Royal interests are never far from these people as well, operating in the background. 

The more sinister plot, one that has evolved over decades as well, is the Globalist Psychopaths 

that occupy the top rungs of a myriad of organizations. The United Nations is far from a uniting 

operation. Rather, it has operating as the cut out for the men and women that feel most of 

humanity is less valuable than themselves. And therefore, expendable and destroyable. 

The UN works in concert with the World Economic Forum (WEF) and their founder: Klaus 

Schwab. Schwab has “prepared” several books that speak of a 4th Industrial Revolution and 

transhumanism.29 His co-authors, like Satya Nadella, CEO of Microsoft (where Bill Gates was 

chairman until March 13, 2020), reflects their “vision.” The vision included the 2016 line: “You 

will own nothing and be happy,” that underscored a climate change hustle that entails $150 

trillion of top-down, authoritarian Techno-feudalism to come over the next 30 years.30 

This was stated prior to the Pandemic.  

In July 2020, Schwab rolled out the “COVID-19: The Great Reset.”31 The 1-star reviews speak 

well enough to the “ideas” contained in this Problem-Reaction-Solution book.  

Problem: COVID-19, Climate Change (CO2-Nitrogen hustle) 

Reaction: Fear, Propaganda, Censorship, Lockdowns (to destroy middle-class wealth), Medical 

Tyranny with overt top-down restrictions for what medical treatment gets used. WHO 

emergency powers to subvert national sovereignty. 

Climate tyranny is exampled by Netherlands’ plan to take farmers’ lands.32 As the 2nd leading 

exporting to the world, why are they getting harassed by WEF Prime Minister Mark Rutte?33,34  

https://archive.is/YR9MB#selection-589.0-597.342
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/09/24/2019-20804/modernizing-influenza-vaccines-in-the-united-states-to-promote-national-security-and-public-health
https://archive.is/mbTjS#selection-797.0-807.1
https://archive.ph/lHSNS#selection-741.100-741.327
https://archive.ph/lHSNS#selection-741.100-741.327


Solution: The Build Back Better slogan guises the destruction of rights, liberties and further 

stealing of wealth (through BlackRock, Vanguard, State Street & Central Bank of all Central 

banks, the BIS) for a controlled collapse of The West. National Debt levels are over $300 trillion 

(USD); and the Global OTC derivatives markets (below) are inching back 2008 levels.35 The Forex 

markets, second graph, are a larger concern. All values are in trillions. 

 

 

https://stats.bis.org/


As S. Lawrence stated on his 1-star review of Klaus’s tome:  

“[S]aying that 'capitalism is broken' is pretty disingenuous when you consider that banks 

and corporations are the ones who broke it in the first place. 

Aren't we only 12 years removed from the 2008 financial crisis? And you think the 

people of America trust you to install 'global governance'? After our institutions have 

proved to be unworthy of our trust?”36 

These players know you do not trust them. Their dark triad characteristics of narcissism, 

Machiavellianism and psychopathy combined with enormous wealth, cleverish intellect, and a 

propensity to sell their ideas to lesser sociopaths, make them a risk to anyone that stands in 

their way. They buy off and deploy politicians, and technocrats as well, to get their ideas 

through by coercion, and now, an increasing use of state of emergency and police powers.  

See: Australia. Canada. Netherlands. And that list will grow. 

Nevertheless, it is up to millions, if not billions, to finally see through these ruses. Identify the 

ones who did the damage and arrest the conspirers throughout this “pandemic” tied to an 

enhanced flu that was a bioweapon released for maximum impact and destabilizing benefit. 

An Ethical Reset must be accomplished.    

The COVID essays lay ahead. 

Jason Powers 

August 2, 2022  



APRIL 2020: 1984 

 

“Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve 

neither Liberty nor Safety.” Sadly, we have a contingent in U.S. society that are more that eager 

to shame others to hand over liberty for their so-called safety. Never acknowledging once you 

cede, said authority, to “an elite few” they will gladly abuse that power over you, whenever it 

suits, and use your prior acquiesce as the stick to beat you with. Boundaries of individual rights 

must be kept. 

The Calm Before the Next Storm 
As the 2020 calendar turned, the U.S. government was embroiled in the impeachment of 

Donald J. Trump. For 2 weeks straight, we had bloviated speeches about the dastardly phone 

call and Trump’s administration investigating of Joe Biden’s Ukrainian dealings. Which was a 

quid pro quo deal – fire the prosecutor or you don’t get the money, you got six hours – that the 

propagandized media was glad to let be ignored, but our president wanted to know. Trump also 

wanted to know if Ukraine was actually using the foreign aid for their country and not to fund a 

hidden war, or payoff ruthless billionaires, or otherwise, exploitative of the U.S. taxpayer. Not 

that the media cared much at all about that stuff – it had its target: Donald Trump. 

The U.S. House – those representatives of the 435 districts – decided to move the proceedings 

to the U.S. Senate, where a trial on the counts ended without reaching the impeachment 

number of 67 U.S. Senators in early February. Of course, rehashing what was going on, in 

January, will only seem to ignore the current “crisis” surrounding an invisible-to-the-naked-eye 

virus. 

https://archive.is/KSWR8
https://dcfpress.com/conditioning-with-corona-a-test-run-for-further-control-of-u-s-lives/
https://dcfpress.com/conditioning-with-corona-a-test-run-for-further-control-of-u-s-lives/


January 14, 2020, Nancy Pelosi announced the intention to send the articles of impeachment to 

the Senate. Meanwhile, the same day, the World Health Organization announced that 

“Preliminary investigations conducted by the Chinese authorities have found no clear evidence 

of human-to-human transmission of the novel #coronavirus (2019-nCoV) identified in #Wuhan, 

#China.” Such was the stage to occupy the President. (Wouldn’t you be? Be honest.) 

The day of the State of the Union, CDC did not recommend facemasks. 6 weeks later, a 

different call being made all over. 

In the intervening time, before his official acquittal, on February 5th, the highlights are as 

follows: 

• Liu He, Vice Premier of China, signed phase one of a trade deal with U.S. on January 15th 

• USMCA is ratified by U.S. Senate, 89-10, on January 16th 

• Trump attends Davos World Economic Forum on January 21st. He returns the following day. 

• Trump delivers remarks at anti-abortion March for Life, January 24th. 

• Trump holds a bilateral meeting with Benjamin Netanyahu, Israel’s PM, January 27th. 

• Trump officially signs USMCA, January 29th. 

• Issues travel ban Nigeria, Myanmar, Eritrea, Kyrgyzstan, Sudan, and Tanzania on January 

31st. 

• Issues travel restrictions from China on February 2nd, Secretary of Health and Human 

Services declares coronavirus “poses a public health emergency.” 

• State of the Union delivered February 4th. 

Lastly, Trump fires the Vindman brothers and Gordon Sondland on February 7th. These were 

“key Ukrainian witnesses” according to Democrats’ arguments. (All ambassadors and military 

personnel serve at the pleasure of the President. Lest we forget that little bit of power he has as 

the Chief Executive. This isn’t employment law. You don’t get to keep your job in government 

because you snitched on your boss and likely obfuscated under oath.) 

Economic and Pandemic Flu 
79 days ago, as Trump gave the State of the Union, economic numbers were strong, and the 

country seemed well-positioned to continue that march. Unemployment down among those 

who desired work. Wages improving in middle America after decades of stagnation. 

Manufacturers exploring ways to come back home after being in China and other far-a-field 

locales. Economic optimism was at least generally shared, if begrudgingly so, by those prone to 

vote Democrat, rain or shine. One number popped up for this author: many more jobs available 

than people with the skills or desire to fill them.37 

Seems quite coincidental that two hallmark trade agreements were also signed during this run 

up to the Corona virus, don’t you think? While the impeachment proceedings occupied 

mainstream media with a frenzied frothing to get rid of Trump, yet again, other invested parties 

could very well be executing (planning) a next crisis to keep Trump’s administration tied up and 

ineffective. 

https://archive.is/7te6Q


Hypothesis? Pure Speculation? Sure. 

But didn’t the media push the Russia hoax, and it slowly comes out in FOIA requests that the 

FBI et. al. were supporting Steele’s disinformation to undercut their future boss as soon as he 

was officially elected? Does anyone think the FBI & State would have released it if Clinton won? 

(No. Because it would require actual evidentiary production to use it against Trump. The mere 

accusation is much more effective to undermine Trump. Caused him to respond – as in the 

removal of James Comey – which gave Rod Rosenstein the cover to appoint a special counsel.) 

Why would their tactics change? To thwart Trump, he must appear: uncaring, evil, a do-

nothing, corrupt, authoritarian, reckless, plus extremely stupid. The State Department, 

Democrats and the Lefty media hacks from the Alphabet-owned stations (CNN, ABC, CBC, 

MSNBC, and even FOX, at times) pushed every racist, homophobic, xenophobic stereotype 

imaginable. And to be clear: Trump played the game back to further their outrage. 

• Shit-hole countries (Are they not? They come to the US for a reason. It is not to receive 

more of what they already got. And thus, why they break the law to enter. US has more 

justice for lawbreakers than any 3rd world crap-hole does. That however is changing…for 

citizens, in particular.) 

• Champagne Socialists (Lebron James & Twitter Nazis) making everything said and set in the 

1859 South. 

• Squad Members crying about the USA – to which Trump said leave it then. Go back to 

Somali. Or words to that effect. 

But the U.S. economy was the one thing that even these Deep State & Globalist asses couldn’t 

pin him down on, yet. Their techniques – experts like Paul Krugman or an Austan Goolsbee – 

could make wild predictions of recession or say Obama deserved most of the credit. Even 

Obama chimed in to take credit in the middle February 2020, just before the Corona Pandemic 

hit media outlets as a news story, blowing up like a housing bubble. 

It’s only Trump’s economy if it’s bad. It’s Obama’s if it is good. And some tried to split the baby 

here too in reporting on it. Trump messages so loudly because the media is so negative on him. 

A media that did pretzel maneuvers to ignore Obama’s worst sins (healthcare, due process, 

spying, foreign dealings, or an unauthorized war funded) while playing up all his cool 

credentials. Obama ostensibly was George W. Bush without the canisters to kick start a war 

promoted by a Pulitzer prize-winning media hack at The New York Times. So, Obama made do 

with what he had: a Bush recession based on Wall Street mortgage models that went to caca 

and John Q. Public’s get-rich quick real estate forays. 

When the flu hits yearly, evidently, the CDC runs its models, estimates based off sampling, and 

puts out information, until sometime later, it then reconciles the differences. Ho-hum. (As a 

forty something, I got through every pandemic that has propagated since 2002 without a 

serious case of the sniffles.) 



Before, COVID19, 180,000 hospitalizations created about 10,000 deaths, by the CDC 

estimations. 

The current World meter Information on Corona, as of April 23, 2020, shows about 180,000 

worldwide deaths. In the United States, 49,845 deaths are “attributable” to corona diagnosis. 

One says attributable because of some clarifications by the CDC guidelines posted on the site: 

“In accordance with new CDC guidelines: 

New York: the numbers shown below include probable deaths (and, consequently, 

probable cases for the same number) as reported by New York City 

Maryland: includes probable deaths, as reported by the Department of Health (Section: 

“COVID-19 Statistics in Maryland”) 

Wyoming: includes probable cases, as reported by the Department of Health 

Most state reports and dashboards (such as Texas, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, 

Missouri, etc.) lag behind or show incomplete data with respect to the data shown…”38 

So, what does this tell us so far? 

If you add the number reported as of January 25th (10,000) and the reported corona deaths 

(49, 845), this equals nearly 60,000 U.S. deaths. In 2017, 55,672 were attributed to influenza. 

If Corona virus was as deadly as it has been made into – and let’s be clear again, it does exist 

and it finds immune-compromised and comorbidity people as its most targeted – then these 

numbers should not be on the same order of magnitude. Corona, even with the social 

distancing and masks (and even CNN’s Anderson Cooper says it is airborne via ventilation!), 

would be orders of magnitude worse around the world by now. 

Moreover, sadly, people die every day. The list above shows the orders of highest death causes. 

My closest 3 relatives (mom and her parents) were all cancer deaths. Such deaths are personal. 

We grieve them and know them from our closeness. As much as I can feel for those impacted, I 

also concede that a man in his late 70s in New Jersey who had COPD and caught this strain of 

COVID19 (an enhanced seasonal flu) has less meaning to me. Their families must grieve 

privately, and know, or should, that we all face death at some juncture. 

Doctors and nurses have done what they can do. Some have worked out treatments that are 

promising and should be deployed as much as they can under such a unique situation. 

Here is a comparison done in early March of “named” flu and their impacts. Notice the typical 

flu season takes 400,000 per year. A 1957-8 flu was nearly 4x a normal year. So far, Corona is 

listed at 190,000 deaths. Again, orders of magnitude – Spanish flu was considered causative of 

minimal 17,000,000 and up to 50,000,000 with a world population of 1.8 billion in 1920. 

Whereas, in 2020, you have a very high likelihood of 300,000 deaths with the Coronavirus 

versus a 7.8 billion total world population. Orders of magnitude less lethal than Spanish flu. 1/4 

https://archive.is/mvHlR


the population available and nearly 1/50th to 1/160th of total deaths, or 200 to 640 times less 

than Spanish flu.39 

Since we can’t predict its ongoing trek, we can only go on living and let doctors do their best to 

treat it as they learn from this experience. The human interaction must continue or else more 

will die of hunger and stress-related deprivation than a virus they can’t see or do much about it. 

(Testing was error-riddled with false positives and negatives.) 

Political Pandemic? 
Hypothesis: Let’s say it is being used to exploit fear for political purposes. It conditions people 

through propagandizing to their basest natural instincts and activating their amygdala: fear of 

that which they can’t see, nor understand without specialized knowledge. Medicine is hard, if 

you know what you are doing, impossible if you have a Harvard dropout selling vaccines with 

his billion-dollar foundation ready to turn up the serum production and pump them into your 

arms. Captain America you will not become. 

Many people prefer to not take responsibility for their lives. Some spend a lifetime actively 

avoiding it at all costs. It often explains how easily they can let an agency, a foundation, a state 

or federal entity decide all sorts of rules, regulations and policy without any worry, until later. 

Then, the blame and outrage is neatly shifted and assigned to whomever is “in charge,” say 

Trump, because: “the buck stops there.” 

Well, how about the thirty or forty years of policies allowed to, via vote or obliviousness, to a 

long-standing tradition of stripping away your individual rights? Did Trump take over without 

people undermining anything he did just to spite him? Did Joe Biden, Nancy Pelosi or Chuck 

Schumer just get to Washington in 2016? Did Lindsay Graham? Before his death, did John 

McCain just happen into Congress in 2000? Did Hillary Clinton not resurrect over and over 

again? 

And where is your individual accountability to research your own information and put 

perspective in place of media-induced anxiety? Too lazy? Well, maybe you should not vote, or 

not complain too much when these problems keep happening with governance done by 

Agencies or legislators that are bought off by other entities? Council on Foreign Relations ring 

any bells?40 

Now: add politicians, think tanks, and international connections and this becomes quite a web! 

It’s not just at the federal level, the elected officials, it’s the agencies, the local politicians that 

run big metro areas. It’s their media buddies and brothers working at them. It’s their former 

roommates at Ivy League schools doing pump and dumps on Wall Street or fly-by-night 

startups. 

These power players cavort around with big tech, academia, and think tanks. Those places get 

big money and kick it back. All these schmucks do is make you chase them like a cat does a laser 

https://archive.is/DtBnW
https://archive.is/A2rTY


pointer in hopes you’ll give up. Because those smart enough to put the cartels together, and 

have that kind of time, might as well work for these corrupt jokers! They are that powerful. 

(Side note: Ukraine billionaire created 50+ shell corporations, by some reports (Beck), to funnel 

U.S. money through Cyprus-Latvia bad banks. It’s like Enron times 100 with these parasites 

operating to divvy up the country by running divisive narratives and playing pin-the-tale-on-

Trump. Trump has his flaws, but most of all, he has his enemies. That tells you more about a 

person too. You are the nature and power of the enemies you make.) 

The media empire routinely promotes this Bernays fiction and seizes on it as a golden 

opportunity to derail Trump and even prop up the half-dementia Joe Biden. The same ol’ Joe 

Biden, so inept, that he somehow won primaries against a field of mediocre political hacks that 

could at least say a sentence without sounding like a blender was being ran full blast, unlike 

Joe’s meanderings. Joe gets a nomination without a full slate of primaries. Everyone drops out 

in unison. Bernie Sanders goes for another condo somewhere nice. 

Then, all the pandemic models rear up as a measure to stoke more fear. Millions to die. Stay 

tuned. 

The reason for this: if the aligned forces against Trump get him out of office, these two things 

could happen: 

The Media will laud praise on Joe’s VP, assuredly a woman. This will be done as Joe has the 

shortest presidential stay in U.S. history due to his sudden diagnosis of end stage dementia. 

Thereafter, new executive orders will be issues across the country on a host of lefty wish lists. 

Media will find more creative ways to investigate Trump and courts will be expected to 

prosecute him for any allegations found. 

The Corona or another virus will be used as cover to do those executive orders. Mandated and 

rewarded to enforce them. Every policy Trump did will be undone. Destruction of the border 

wall. China trade resumed at a quickening pace. Climate accords foisted upon U.S. based 

manufacturing. Welfare state increased for those who vote left. Due process eroded further. A 

new task force formed with overarching powers to silence any individual dissent. Bill Gates gets 

his vaccine. Globalists pleased. 

The test case has been initiated. 

Let’s just see how pliant and easily manipulated people are come this fall. 

If people let them do this again, U.S.A. might not be around as a unified country much longer. 

  



JUNE 2020: Deep State 

 

The recent riots and destruction of American cities can be seen through many prisms. The 

popular one is racism. Pushed by the propaganda of media that feed a narrative built over 

many decades and catering to a base of voters that like nothing more than to blame all the 

problems they have on a “system.” 

So, let’s explore the system. Not the system they see as causative; but rather, the one they 

voted in – elected officials at the federal, state and local levels. The District of Columbia is 

pronounced with a legacy of holdover officials and calcified government operations. The 

leadership of each major party, have ping-ponged power back and forth forever. But discreetly, 

they have put on a show too. The Pelosis, Schumers, Romneys, Grahams, McConnells of the 

Washington legislative bodies place their own interests ahead of the footing of actual 

partisanship. They give the marching orders to their lesser legislators. 

The battles exist; but really, do they? In a quarter century or more in charge, why are the same 

problems still around? Or much worse? Blaming the other side, breaks down, when at clear 

instances one side had the Congress, Presidency and the Courts aligned well enough to do their 

policies. 

Of the two, Democrats are morally corrupt and mentally deficient. They create problems, offer 

that it needs, “more money” and then siphon off the biggest portion to create “administrative 

jobs” or “oversight” that is populated with their dutiful cronies from Academia to Wall Street. 

They use “experts”, now overtly leftist, to push a Centralized State with Crony Capitalism naked 

to anyone who watches who funds them. (FANG is not just a stock acronym; it’s the 
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penetration of Democrats into the technology and data world, exploited (and monetized) to do 

citizen’s harm. But sold as, “We got to get the Nazis!”) 

Republicans are hypocrites when it comes to any battle. Any battle. If it is a foreign conflict, 

then monies will be readily spent, whatever the price tag becomes, and their corporate defense 

buddies will waste those dollars, while people, citizens and foreigners alike, lose their lives in 

the battles. The U.S. never “win anything” in these wars. No territory, no surrender, no new 

allies either. We just fight them “over there,” so we don’t have to fight them “over here.” Well, 

we are fighting them over here…now. 

In a battle, more domestic, they will run from a slur or smear faster than Forrest Gump ever 

could. Caving into the petulant emotional terrorists that are Democrats when anyone says “no” 

to their hair-brained, one-size-fits-all, centralized NEW system. Neoconservatives placate their 

bases with “law and order” mantras and “sound fiscal policy” but they’ve never met a 

discouraging word that makes Gumby seem inflexible by comparison. 

Democrats push the wrong ideas, but are experts at optics, foisting females up in front to stave 

off most criticisms. They got the media stooges running cover and disinformation 24-7.   

Republicans, haven’t learn a single, new foreign policy trick in 60 years. They can hold all the 

righteous and moral ideals, but they’ll leave a fight if their “honor” or “character” gets 

questioned. Republicans’ optics are their fault. Their failures to build a technology platform in 

the 1990s to rival the Silicon Valley one, regarding media, shows how short-sighted they were. 

(They got stuck in FOX world.) 

They both spend taxes and waste opportunities to improve our lives. They team up on huge 

pork barrel spending in times of “crisis” (where Democrats dump every dumb ass idea in human 

existence into the bill). The Republicans will cave for expediency’s sake, but will allow in, at 

least one dumb ass idea. Because “the crisis” will cost the Republican’s power if they piss off 

their electorate, even though they haven’t run a major metropolitan area since before Johnson, 

in most cases. 

Meanwhile, the electorate created this mess by letting the same folks do the same bullshit, 

while never thinking, or designing, a 3rd route; and thus, removing these cardboard cutouts of 

adults from our political lives. But instead, donate to each of them, and canvas for them, 

because: “the other side is evil.” 

DC: Ain’t Like You, America 
Then, at night, one can readily imagine D.C. staffers, their lesser members, going out in D.C. and 

taking their paychecks (our taxes) and spending that freely. 

Little mentioned fact: D.C. has the highest per capita GDP in the United States at $200,241.87, 

from 702,455 citizens in 2018. In the 2016 election 282,830 voted for Hillary Clinton while only 

12,723 voted for Trump. A ratio of over 22 to 1. Maryland too was soundly for Clinton and is 



home to the “Beltway Insiders.” Per capita counts all citizens, including children. So, an average 

salary in D.C. hits about $250,000, to ballpark it here. 

Because the GDP is so high, more than double New York State ($85K), one living there thinks: 

1. They matter, A LOT 

2. They are contributing to society MORE than taking from it 

3. They likely feel it’s a HARDSHIP (yes, cost of living is high there) to do their jobs 

4. That underappreciation comes through in their LOBBYING, LEGISLATION and LEGAL EDICTS 

5. A Myopic view, even if they actually CARE about their jobs 

If one thinks it is only Congress, and their staff, oh brother, let me sell you Brooklyn for 

wampum. 

 

The Agencies have long supplanted most of the decision-making that Congress was held to do. 

Congress created these Agencies, they fund them, using hearings to address whatever the 

Directors, Secretaries and Under-Secretaries share with them. These department heads are 

appointed by a President – the FBI Director is a 10-year job, the Federal Reserve is a 14-year 

stint, Supreme Court, life – but the Chief Executive, may rarely have the pulse of that 

Department, and is long gone, if they serve just 4 years. 

(Note: The Judicial Branch is really the honey pot of control, assuming a federal judge really lets 

us know what they think on a matter. So, lefties smear any candidate that doesn’t support their 

ideology 100%. And no, the President shouldn’t have control over them. This shows the 

diffusion of power, in operation – but now, non-elected officials are running the show.) 



Why does it matter? Well, a President cannot effectively change policy with holdovers. Trump 

has shown the depth of the swamp. It includes Generals, DOJ officials, Agency heads, their sub-

department heads, former POTUSes, even, rattle their teeth at him. They critique him as 

incompetent; but they were there long before he was. They were pushing the policies of the 

last 40 plus years. They got us into debt to the tune of $20 Trillion dollars (and Trump has 

added to that). 

People call Trump a “dictator” out of sheer mind-boggling ignorance or contemptible 

propaganda to rid themselves of the first D.C. outsider since Eisenhower (U.S. General – not a 

politician; Reagan was a governor before President). And to be sure, Trump is not an expert on 

all the wonderful little topics he Tweets about. He picks fights. He puts people on the defensive 

as he attacks their character, rightly or wrongly. 

Wonder why? Because he knows they are full of it. He’s full of it too – but he was elected by the 

rules of the U.S. Constitution. 

And to his credit, we didn’t start a new war somewhere abroad. He lowered taxes. He 

attempted to lessen the burden on convicted persons, only to have that backfire (one likely 

must know criminals do not always reform) with the current crisis de jure. The summer and fall 

will see more “rolling crises.” 

 

The things that BOTHER people about Trump are rooted in him wanting to tear down their 

power structures, expose their misdeeds, and get them “doing something right” for Americans. 



The BOTHERED people, here, are the ONES that MATTER. They have shown their faces on TV, 

social media, and in print. 

The psychological operation to discredit, smear, sabotage, vilify, demonize and destroy Trump, 

as a person, means: HE IS A BIG PROBLEM for them. Who, pray tell, had the most to lose? Well, 

she’s been in Washington for well over a quarter century, and has a back story a mile long, in a 

trailer park, with a dollar bill dragged along in front of her. 

“The System” people need to fix starts with leadership and appointments inside the Beltway. 

Until We, the People, fix that, the country will be lost to a mind-boggling array of deceit, 

corruption, and plots to screw over the populace for, “their own good.” 

AND: If one can see it there, one knows the state and local officials, who receive federal 

funding, are likely, even more corrupted. Going state by state, city by city, is a book-long 

adventure. 

(Edit 6/22/2020: This person did an analysis on Democrats in power for most major cities in the 

US. The data speaks for itself. And the recent destruction of civic monuments, downtown areas, 

businesses, and calls to defund the police, while local Democrats & D.C. Republicans, idle by, is 

a trap to get Trump to overreach on Federal authority. Yet, how long can one stand by.) 

  



OCTOBER 2020: Halloween Surprise 

 

If you’ve been distracted by the media, or disinformed, as the cool media people on the dole 

like to say now, one understands. 2020 has been a cascade of revelations, deep, dark, and 

disturbing. It’s nearly Halloween. The Boo! keeps on coming. 

Hunter Biden was chief bag man for a host of schemes. Peddling Joe Biden’s name – and 

making bank – while the opposites (China, Ukraine, a few other countries, it appears) were 

leveraging it for influence. Seems insurance policies were set up, namely, Hunter’s sexual and 

drug proclivities, for leveraging Joe Biden for favors. Imagine a U.S. President that will dance to 

whatever tune you cue up because the disgrace and shame brought to the United States would 

rock the world. Joe though would not be alone. Presidents Clinton and George W Bush are 

surely on that list. Obama – he was a good boy? – well, I leave it to further investigations into all 

the Uranium One, Ukraine and Iranian efforts to settle that. 

What about Trump! I hear every Leftist from the Starbucks generation scream. He of the “Muh 

China” business in 2012! Or 2017!  

Sure, The New York Times rehashed his one deal for a licensing and marketing development 

because it had a Chinese bank account. Billionaires have accounts all over – especially if they 

are internationally-minded. Ireland is a tax haven. Apple uses it. Most of BIG TECH does too. 

This is called tax avoidance. 

https://archive.is/ttVTp
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“And it turns out that China is one of only three foreign nations — the others are Britain 

and Ireland — where Mr. Trump maintains a bank account, according to an analysis of 

the president’s tax records, which were obtained by The New York Times. The foreign 

accounts do not show up on Mr. Trump’s public financial disclosures, where he must list 

personal assets, because they are held under corporate names. The identities of the 

financial institutions are not clear. 

To further continue: 

“The Chinese account is controlled by Trump International Hotels Management L.L.C., 

which the tax records show paid $188,561 in taxes in China while pursuing licensing 

deals there from 2013 to 2015.The tax records do not include details on how much 

money may have passed through the overseas accounts, though the Internal Revenue 

Service does require filers to report the portion of their income derived from other 

countries.”41 

FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES: TRUMP RECORDS SHED NEW LIGHT ON CHINESE BUSINESS 

PURSUITS (OCTOBER 20, 2020) 

Such Trump deals were legal on their face. Trump was not holding a public office. His assets can 

be used, or vacated, or garner returns whenever that was sought. The Times didn’t note illegal 

activities at this Trump business either. And taxation is more complicated in foreign locations 

than this article delved into. And this is a non-issue. 

~ 

This while in the exact same article, they alluded to Biden’s dealings too: 

Mr. Trump has also sought to tar his opponent with overblown or unsubstantiated 

assertions about Hunter Biden’s business dealings there while his father was in office. 

“He’s like a vacuum cleaner — he follows his father around collecting,” Mr. Trump said 

recently, referring to Mr. Biden’s son. “What a disgrace. It’s a crime family.” In a 

misleading claim amplified by surrogates like his son Donald Trump Jr. and his lawyer 

Rudolph W. Giuliani, the president has said the younger Mr. Biden “walked out of 

China” with $1.5 billion after accompanying his father on an official trip in 2013. 

FROM THE NEW YORK TIMES: TRUMP RECORDS SHED NEW LIGHT ON CHINESE BUSINESS 

PURSUITS (OCTOBER 20, 2020) 

Hunter’s Partner 
The above has been corroborated by Tony Bobulinski, a US Naval Officer and Veteran. He stated 

from a  tweet (below): 

This veteran stated he is not a political surrogate, and obviously, he worked with Hunter. So 

why did this all get dropped now? Obviously, the election. Obviously, the fact the FBI sat on 

information for longer than a baby treks from a clump of cells, Democrats, to a birth to make 
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comfortable, as VA Governor once said, means they didn’t want you, the voter, knowing what 

Presidential candidate Joe Biden was coordinating for years while in office. 

He was the guy that got Victor Shokin fired within 6 hours. He was the guy that was the point 

guy in Ukraine where his progeny landed on Burisma’s board. He was the guy who did fly to 

China as a Vice President and got deals that benefited his son. He was the BIG GUY! 

 

Lefties worrying about a 6-figure tax bill and 8-figure payout to a billionaire prior to becoming 

President versus a VP getting a 10-figure deal in China, and 8-figure payouts to his son, who 

doesn’t have the resume needed to do that on his own merit. Wow. If one can’t figure out this 

is corruption, without the sorted sexual stuff, one is blind on purpose. 

The Mueller Report and all the investigations the Democrats have done were mere theatre for 

all the dealings they themselves were into. The dealings that the world knew about months and 



many years ago. The dealings the Media has been covering up because they are complicit. 

Some were even in the #HunterBidenEmails. 

This explains the Democrats radicalization, the lockdowns, the hijacking of “normal life”, the 

censorship and a host of peculiar responses since last year. The daily drumbeat is a 

psychological diversion tactic. To keep prying eyes off deep dark secrets.  

Positions like court packing, destroying the electoral college, DC as a State (the Deep State 

home) all make sense to keep people away from the crimes. (These matter too – but are a 

diversion tactic, for now.) An article posted by Five Thirty-Eight today (Oct 22) brought up an 

old name: Saikat Chakrabarti, Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s former chief of staff. He left in 

August 2019 under an ethics investigation.42  

What happen to that investigation? 

One could conjecture here, and that is being done, by the way here, that Jeffrey Epstein might 

have triggered problems on multiple fronts. This, along with Trump’s call to Ukraine’s new 

president, mentioning CrowdStrike and Biden, had far-reaching implications. One believes 

these persons in office create constant schemes to both enrich themselves while also avoid all 

investigation or deep looks into their zero accomplishments. The Democrats spent the last four 

years blocking, impeaching, investigating and smearing Donald Trump. Creating campaigns to 

destroy a guy they once put on their TV as an attraction (NBC) and shouted out in the 1990s: 

see Die Hard with A Vengeance. 

This election debate tonight could be a thriller like the movie above. As the lead up has been 

misdirection, a plot of chasing the bad guys across international borders, with Presidential 

name drops, while the BIG BAD GUYS steal gold using the cover of terrorist threat of hurting 

school children, in the movie, to distract. Well, this echoed in the email drops against Hunter. 

Only, this time, it is REAL. The fate of the United States hangs in the balance. The revelation to 

the U.S. about Joe Biden and his dealings MUST be done tonight. 
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NOVEMBER 2020: Globalist Utopia 

 

If 2020 has taught us anything, the Experts are always right. Right? Significantly, and to the 

nature of this ongoing experiment, is the control of the masses. At it closest point, its the law 

enforcement official, the police that are needed. Their duties were trained into and required of 

them by their civilian political handlers, who have the might of armed forces, to make any 

single man, or woman, a slave unto the will or whims of another. The Rule of Law can be a 

cohesive force – against the criminal(s) – or a destructive force, when wielded against Society. 

Those whims of another, constitute what a Globalist is, full stop. These are the hands behind 

the politicians, who themselves are onboarded, to give the marching orders of these oft 

shadowy figures down to the masses. These Globalists are the corporate elites (Gates, Musks, 

Cooks, Bezos, Bloombergs, et. al.) that are tied, financially and spiritually, to the old, time-worn 

impulses to take humanity in directions based on an obsessive ideology of whatever stripe. But 

that stripe will ALWAYS include one fundamental aspect: the obsessive control of all others. 

This current flavor is: Techno-communism with a dose of Transhumanism as its “selling” or 

pitch point. 

Like all ideologies, it has founding documents, its manifestos and white papers. World Economic 

Forum Founder Klaus Schwab has laid out his entire plan, or at least the living part of it. There 

isn’t much debate – is there ever? – about who benefits, who checks the power of those 

blessed to have made “the right connections”, or who decides when, or where, this plan is 

thoroughly mad scientist based, and should be aborted, without debate. 

Some here will say: “But you aren’t engaging with the ideas Dr. Schwab has put forth? 

https://archive.is/qgEr2
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True. I have disengaged with the idea of controlling my fellow man. The fanatical desires to 

strip him of his property, restrict his Civil Liberties (or at least have him ask permission to use 

them), prior to their usage. The embedding of tracking technology via a vaccine, or a bracelet or 

a cellphone, connecting him to a centralized system, to monitor his every heart beat and 

utterance, or even, thought. 

Think that is conspiratorial? Dive into Klaus’s thoughts. Or the media tours of Gates since the 

inception of this COVID-19 “plandemic.” Or the Quantas CEO, Allan Joyce, requiring certificates 

of vaccines to fly internationally. There isn’t enough space here to talk to all the indicators. 

The corporate free passes during COVID to operate, as usual, while anyone with a mom and 

pop, or just too “risky” were required to close, go on the meager government dole, and 

become, once again, the working poor. This is due to those experts insistence that this was “a 

Spanish Flu” level pandemic. Then, ignoring all the science, and scientists, engineers, and 

rational folks, to the treatments that were easily at hand, and the inconvenient facts that 

modern societies have not shut down entirely for flus before. This FLU was no different from 

others. In brief, its benign compared to 1968-9 or 1957-8. 

But it was NEVER about the China-sourced flu. Or whatever manipulations lay towards the 

benefits of causing WORLDWIDE chaos. Or as the Eastern bent philosophers noted, or political 

hack Rahm Emanuel butchered up: from CHAOS comes OPPORTUNITY. That was the goal: 

distraction from the Globalists greater plan. And covering up other misdeeds that were coming 

too quickly to light. 

The worldwide media ownership, in terms of reach and conditioning of their plebes, has been 

instrumental to this frog-like boiling of human rights. The legacy & social media runs a 24-7 

disinformation campaign against the World. These hacks refuse to engage with actual news, 



spin monstrous lies, create mockingbird narratives and parrot talking points so transparent that 

only the most sheepish person could swallow any of them whole. 

Such sheep exist in the millions and billions. That’s enough. One does not need to fool the 

masses all the time. Just enough of the time to keep them from revolting against the messaging 

fed to them like a meal. It’s hard to convince someone they’ve been took. Just ask them. 

The Social Media platforms are even more down to censor us all into compliance. Since the 

mid-2000s, as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or YouTube took those eyeballs off the LEGACY 

media boxes, they too were bought up by the Soroses, the World Economic Forums, and 

Government (CIA: Allen & Co.) arms for gathering up all that BIG DATA. The Internet of Things 

(IOT), a huge part of Klaus’s push, is just entryism to get you to provide some fundamental data 

(location, age, usage patterns) before they turn on the deep dives (5G push). 

Endgame for Globalists 
If you haven’t heard, the Climate Change is really a concern for these Globalists. From my own 

working manuscript on 2020: 

The messaging from a key link to Gates, Blair and the New World Order gang. “Reset”, 

“Adapting to a New Normal”, and “Climate Change” as an “Existential Threat” are all 

code for what forces lay behind this current pandemic. Notice the 130 million additional 

people that will face acute food insecurity. 

But why is that? The blame shift tactic is being created because lockdowns and 

disruptions to all supply chains were tied to China’s responses. Their lack of 

transparency on the lethality of the virus hampered us all. Because if they had been 

more transparent, worldwide suffering would not reach 100+ million. 

Trump was also undoing their long-term plans, or stalling them, like the Paris Climate 

Accords withdrawal. Trump foiled that piece of the Globalist march to various iterations 

of a one-world subservience to the UN, EU, and their favorite country: China. The bad 

actor, from the so-called, “CO2 emissions must be stopped, or the Earth will plummet 

into chaos”, is, in fact, China again. Offshoring jobs to them, through the WTO entry, 

assured ineffective management of the very thing the climate alarmists spent their 

intellectual capital in promoting as lethal to everyone, including Gates. 

The Climate Leadership Council is keenly focused on this issue. And it brought together a who’s 

who of business on its website (archived). It soft launched in May of 2016 with the assured 

hopes that Hillary Clinton would happily give them the best policy conditions to succeed. Run 

by Ted Halstead, a Harvard graduate, and four-time think tank founder, according to his 

Wikipedia page, he is decidedly, a globalist. The World Economic Forum listed him as a Young 

Global Leader at age 47. (Note: Ted DIED this summer from a fall during a climb. Funny that.) 

The Forum for Young Global Leaders program seems the Golden Ticket to Klaus’s Chocolate 

Factory of well-conditioned and morally-flexible drones that populate your current 
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governments, businesses, science labs, universities and legal structures. Ones that no doubt 

believe their programming, the fantasies of human evolving to be almost, God-like, in terms of 

control and harnessing humanity’s most decrepit impulses. Or some such marketing nonsense 

that probably they half-swallow, then regret it, but have zero choice. (Compromised by their 

misdeeds?) 

~ 

Schwab’s books delve deep into transhumanism. (A topic Jeffrey Epstein was deeply involved 

with at Harvard and through his “philanthropic activities.”) 

Schwab’s detailing of it comes through vividly from his book Shaping the Future of the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution (37): 

“Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies will not stop at becoming part of the physical 

world around us—they will become part of us. Indeed, some of us already feel that our 

smartphones have become an extension of ourselves. Today’s external devices—from 

wearable computers to virtual reality headsets—will almost certainly become 

implantable in our bodies and brains. Exoskeletons and prosthetics will increase our 

physical power, while advances in neurotechnology enhance our cognitive abilities. We 

will become better able to manipulate our own genes, and those of our children. These 

developments raise profound questions: Where do we draw the line between human 

and machine? What does it mean to be human?” 

If Klaus has anything to say about it, probably as an underclass in society. As the motivations 

are being sought to design, or “reimagine” or “reset” humans and their DNA for better uses. 

But not without the inevitable conflicts as Klaus professorially puts it here (51): 

“This gives rise to an inequality that goes beyond the societal one described earlier. This 

ontological inequality will separate those who adapt from those who resist—the 

material winners and losers in all senses of the words. The winners may even benefit 

from some form of radical human improvement generated by certain segments of the 

fourth industrial revolution (such as genetic engineering) from which the losers will be 

deprived. This risks creating class conflicts and other clashes unlike anything we have 

seen before.” 

Winter Oak Blog did an excellent break down on all this.43 But I digressed here. 

The Equation (CO2 = P x S x E x C) was from a Bill Gates Ted Talk. Of all those things, People, are 

the quickest, or most significant, to reduce. Gates, this summer wrote a treatise at his Gates 

Notes, titled, “COVID-19 is awful. Climate change could be worse.” 

Here’s a snippet: 

“You may have seen projections that, because economic activity has slowed down so 

much, the world will emit fewer greenhouse gases this year than last year. Although 
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these projections are certainly true, their importance for the fight against climate 

change has been overstated. 

Analysts disagree about how much emissions will go down this year, but the 

International Energy Agency puts the reduction around 8 percent. In real terms, that 

means we will release the equivalent of around 47 billion tons of carbon, instead of 51 

billion. 

That’s a meaningful reduction, and we would be in great shape if we could continue that 

rate of decrease every year. Unfortunately, we can’t. 

Consider what it’s taking to achieve this 8 percent reduction. More than 600,000 people 

have died, and tens of millions are out of work. This April, car traffic was half what it was 

in April 2019. For months, air traffic virtually came to a halt. 

What’s remarkable is not how much emissions will go down because of the pandemic, 

but how little.” 

Remarkable. It’s a problem-solving session for Gates. How do we make human beings have less 

carbon footprint, to satisfy these Globalists ELITE? 

I think you can figure out how that comes about. Just do the math. What are the ways that are 

known to achieve that? Disease, Famine, War and Conquest. 

This is the Globalist game plan.  

More for them, and less of us. 

  



JANUARY 2021: American Greatness Response 
(American Greatness article and original link) 

Whatever transparency is provided, and much appreciated, it will not stop the ruination of this 

nation. Values are indeed gone. There is no opposing force to Leftism. They are actively 

decimating their opponents in Congress, and labeling ordinary concerned citizens, “insurgents.” 

Unlike our Congress, or the Agencies (we forget are REALLY the toxic ooze that bleed us dry), 

many Americans (or myself, at least) understand what they have destroyed year after year. I 

love my country. I’ve made many mistakes in life, but I never wished the amount of failure as 

these morally bankrupt people do onto tens if not hundreds of millions through their idiocy 

done on purpose. 

I could mention plenty of why – the root cause of countless trillion-dollar mistakes that got us 

here. 

• War on Drugs 

• War on Violence 

• War on Terrorism 

• War on Poverty 

• War on COVID 

• War on Climate Change 

• War on Racism or White Supremacy 

The overriding theme, the nugget that gets rehashed, repackaged, and results in these 

problems: War. There is a desire to catastrophize everything. That way, it gets big media 

coverage, talk in DC, and plenty of MONEY to special interests, the pockets of politicians, 

businesses tied to whatever the WAR hustle is, and welfare to all that are identified as the 

needy. 

I would love to go to DC. Run for office at least, work for my district’s best interests, or my 

country’s. But I’m not rich, don’t know people who are, and can’t set aside my principles to be 

the slime ball to get in. I’m not cute (woman angle), not tall with an outstanding military 

record/business record (men) that will wow anyone. Not a lawyer either – those are 60% of the 

problem now. 

But now, the final threat: the “Socialists” own Biden, well, share him with China (70%). And 

they just don’t care. They hate America. They were taught that. Wonder why? The war on 

educating or thinking critically has been lost. Culture on the coasts, dominates the mindsets of 

tens of millions. 

You’ll never see wholesomeness on a mainline TV channel again. I can’t even watch classic 

news channels (CBS, ABC, et. al.) without disgust. It’s propaganda and lies 24-7. And they try 

hard [to] convince people that anyone that supported Trump is a Nazi. (One hardly needed 

much effort to support him, if marginally so. At least we didn’t go to another Middle East 

https://archive.is/Y0LvD
https://archive.is/2J8p6
https://dcfpress.com/response-on-american-greatness-transparency-debt/


war…remember gas prices? Remember prior to Corona we had more jobs than competent 

people to fill them? Imagine how much infrastructure could have been improved with a halfway 

coherent DC faction.) 

The legal system is a joke. No justice. Just who has the most money or most oppression points. 

Equity, not equality, is the new Biden, old Obama, policy. The FBI or DOJ is now just another 

arm of the Democrat Party. 

The transparency is already there. D.C. does not care what you think of them. Wall Street does 

not care. Big MNCs are pushing crazy critical race theory, or diversity/inclusion policies, like our 

Military will thanks to Biden. Media really does not care. And lastly, China is very contented to 

have Biden govern ALL of us. 

This until Kamala takes over with Susan Rice as her VP? Two incompetent women that will have 

Nancy or AOC, depending on how you look at things, drive us finally off the cliff. 

And they’ll blame middle America, men mostly, for not doing their jobs and creating value to 

sustain their crazy policy. But [liberal] women voted for this stuff. They have more votes than 

men. They are liberal – and vote for more welfare. Women enjoy false security over freedom. 

And well, since LBJ, between wars and welfare, the WARS cited have been all it took to go from 

being a self-sufficient nation to a dependent nation. 

Social chaos, destroying middle class with cheap Chinese goods, and blaming some “new 

problem” when it was always the same old problem: the subversion of American values. The 

diet of consumerism substituting for something fulfilling and meaningful, like a connection to 

something more important than one’s self. 

A God. A Country. A Family. 

With such values, maybe, we would have averted that 30 trillion in debt. But the DC wealthy 

talk down to people like me, still – and think I can’t figure out how empty their rhetoric is. They 

told me I’m worth $600 in December after crushing our economy for nine solid months. 

But I’m the bad guy.  



FEBRUARY 2021: Ethics Of Tech 

 

Part I: (Original Link) Part II: (Original Link) 

Much of this topic sprung from yet another Corbett Report and blog. So, thanks to him for 

illuminating both visually and verbally the dilemmas of 2021 that are rapidly being installed 

before our eyes. 

James noted in an editorial the concept of haggling over price and the implications of that to 

our humanity. One can determine how we each stand on principle for certain aspects of life (or 

not), and how willingly people do, in fact, make a nice living (and hustle) out of getting people 

to cede their rights for “the greater good.” 

As we are painfully aware, the last year was made about what rights were to be ceded to “stop 

the spread” or “flatten the curve” or “get better together” or “The Great Reset.” This was 

ethical priming or setting the position for a barter. How many begrudgingly gave up 15 days or 

28 days to the governments of the world. (And who was telling these leaders this was a good 

idea? Or did they just conspire together at their shindigs yearly at DAVOS or the G8/20 that are 

but planning sessions for all of your lives?) 

https://archive.is/VBnqZ
https://archive.is/TXghA
https://dcfpress.com/ethics-of-tech-did-we-whore-ourselves-out-for-on-demand-too-much-part-1/
https://dcfpress.com/ethics-of-tech-did-we-whore-ourselves-out-for-on-demand-too-much-part-2/


We trusted that given some compliance this would be ok. But it wasn’t ok. They trapped us 

psychologically, at least, the more whorish types. The media gladly became like watch dogs, 

gleefully snitching on “commoners” that “deign to think for themselves.” Such was not new, as 

the clip linked to is Clarence Thomas judicial confirmation hearing thirty years ago. (Notice the 

head of the committee was Joe Biden. The boil on America’s ass has a long history.) 

But back to our last year of prostituting our rights away to the greedy Globalists. The Gateses 

and the Xis and the Schwabs of the world have made the entire planet their philosophical bitch. 

They treat you as property – because you will have none – and only want you alive if you have 

value to them. That. Is. It. 

You are mere commodity to be traded irrespective of the spark of humanity or desire for 

dignity and the overriding belief one should be left alone to guide their own lot. That Freedom 

was an idea that has generated way too many uncontrollable consequences (and corresponding 

interferences, from Globalists) that must be squelched out of the population. A reduced 

population. Many resisted. 

But Globalists knew this too – and had a plan for it. That is why they ginned up a virus, a 

reaction to it (that Neil Ferguson creep) and offered a pre-packaged solution: vaccines, COVID 

Passes, and UBI if you comport their wishes further still. Restrict your speech (they had a 

professor tell you to stop talking and singing), to get PCR tests regularly (despite the known 

manipulation of cycles to garner positive or negatives), wear a mask or two (or three) because 

that will protect others from you. Maintain your distance and stop doing economic activity to 

save the environment. This appealed to the ones that dislike others (resent) based on wrong 

interpretations of social dynamics; and still, somehow, think the billionaires that say the right 

words really mean well for them. (And those billionaires are just spokesmen.) 

And many millions, often at gun point or threats by local Milgram policing authorities, 

complied. In the United States, we saw 50 state governors exploit COVID adroitly to make some 

political hay or even get awards from Hollywood (owned by China) in locking down and killing 

off the old and infirmed. They introduced tons of racism back into the pot (China supported) – 

because the sheep needed more conflict and distraction. Meanwhile, the nonsense of 

lockdowns and ease ups (indulgences) were equally matched by the WHO (Word), the CDC 

(US), and the NHS (Brits). They contorted weekly or monthly to whatever narrative kept up this 

crazymaking while they knew their next moves better than you did. 

Uncertainty keeps up the fear and stress – and demoralizes too. It works best on the most 

conditioned sheep in the herd. It unifies their direction to bleat out: “Follow the SCIENCE!” or: 

“if you just wore the mask we could get back to normal!” They don’t know there is NO 

returning to “normal.” Plus, for their friends, less, conditioned, they must choose to give in to 

these tantrums (submit to childish behavior) or discard the friendship (divide and conquer 

method success from the Globalist.) 



For those that say, “I bet you didn’t say that back in March or April.” Well, I did here. Or 

another group might say, “you didn’t know anything about COVID. You just guessed.” I knew we 

never panicked like this before as an ENTIRE COUNTRY aside from: 9/11. And lo, the same issue 

– security, safety, new procedures, a domestic terrorism bill has become yet another push. 

(This after the 1/6 staged and pre-planned event to create the insistence we go after certain 

groups on U.S. soil.) 

In the United States, my narrow point of view on this, is: we have allowed the most corrupted 

and compromised “leaders” to energetically take full power of this country. I can’t really foist 

100% of the blame on them. We allowed them to hang around for 20-30-40-50 years (Biden, 

Pelosi, Feinstein, Schumer, McConnell, Clintons) and their administrative state operatives in all 

the Alphabet agencies (Fauci’s been around for 50 years, 35 as NIH director) to our greatest 

peril. Their local rubes got sold on welfare or policy stances that allowed the Federal 

Government to outstrip the local ones. And with Trump, they then used the State governors 

and mayors to subvert his executive authority, at will, while also placing all the blame on him. 

(Trump was a reaction to the problem…and he wasn’t a God or Emperor or a Dictator. He was 

only as effective as they allowed him – and depending on how one sees those actions, that is a 

haggle too.) 

See: these people are not stupid. But they are viscous, conniving, narcissistic and exploitative 

politicians, lawyers and “professionals.” They are beholden to corporate interests and China to 

degrees still coming out. Gates has been pumping money into the D.C. area, for years, in 

multiple billions of dollars. All these politicians get a meager enough salary ($200K?) but 

become multi-millionaires worth more than corporate CEOs ($25 to 100M). 

Why? They are haggling over price. Pelosi has been caught multiple times (VISA, Tesla) on stock 

trading for example. McConnell’s wife has her family ensconced in the transportation business 

in China. Her daddy is classmate and friend of the former CCP General Secretary Jiang Zemin. 

Feinstein knows Zemin from her mayoral days. Congress Eric Swalwell dated a CCP spy. 

California all but suckles at the China teat – as Newsom was cutting billion-dollar mask deals 

with a mask supplier without quality standards approved or them being in the medical supply 

field. 

But the lockdowns were to help us survive COVID? No, lockdowns were to get back on the 

Globalist mission and get back at the entire Global commoner population that might of deign to 

think for themselves. Those that had freedom and also caught these Globalists one too many 

times. Prince Andrew, Bill Clinton, and the U.S. Congress that hated Trump so much they spent 

all their time trying to sabotage him out of office and damn those quaint notions of the United 

States of America Constitution. In the past year, the final nails were put into that document by 

the arrogance of people, like Pelosi, Schumer, McConnell, and their lesser sycophants, who just 

SHOWED how little they care about the LAW. 

The New LAW will be “of the Technocrat, by the Bureaucrat, for the Plutocrat,” as Dave 

Ramaswamy said. 



Technocracy 
In Part 1, the discussion of conditioning through haggling the price of your freedoms was 

illuminated. As well as the who is benefiting from this haggle. But how did it become so easy? 

The Free Then Submit Model was employed on the masses for the last quarter century with 

regards to Search, and later, social media. The Internet took off in the mid-1990s to create a 

generation of start-ups who had varying degrees of success. The ones who attempted to create 

business storefronts online to sell items or promoted them for sales were only modestly 

successful, at best, and many failed to the consternation of a nebulous term called ‘The 

Market.’ But the ones that survived, or later thrived, started with a Free model to gain traffic, 

freely allow people to explore, and then, socialize through their Web 1.0 blogs, emails, and 

chatrooms. 

Yahoo! was the dominate search engine in 2000. Google in a decade became the master of all 

data search. Such data that was thought to be free and unencumbered by accessibility issues 

was the idealistic dream of the internet. If one could get online and utilize logical search term 

inputs to return high value outputs (search results), one could build a knowledge base hitherto 

unimaginable in any society just a mere 100 years prior. (Fiction aside.) 

The Market had other plans. 

Search spawned social media in so far as they operate in the technology space and gather 

gigabytes of data daily on their user bases. And that become a key facet: data collected to 

utilize these highly addictive machines (dopamine hit) to manipulate, condition, and target their 

audiences to bend to their will. Free to use; submit to the machine – if you want to continue to 

the ‘next level.’ 

Simon Sinek’s 4 Things That Hamstring Millennials44 

• Parenting 

• Technology 

• Impatience 

• Environment 

Social Media is a Propagandist best tool and weapon. When it became clear that people wanted 

instantaneous responses and would do all the work for the site – enter data, likes, interests, 

upload photos and videos and the like – marketers and advertisers knew they had their sheep. 

In prior advertising experiences, these PR and ad men had to target based on whatever 

haphazard data collection tools they developed and kept as a company’s intellectual or 

proprietary property. 

Now, with the click captured and a clocking of time on a website or platform, they gathered the 

golden information needed to get the right eyeballs on the “right” things. Imagine how 

powerful this could be if you know 80% of people are easily suggestible (or agreeable) to most 



anything. Imagine if you had a message that you wanted to sink in – over and over and over – 

whether it was true or not? Whether it promoted unity or societal dysfunction? 

Imagine if one bought advertising or populated the advisory board of the most powerful social 

media site (Facebook) that could filter out the content of competitors and heavily promote the 

content of a political party (Democrats) and their most favorite foreign ally (China)? Well 

imagination is not needed. It has occurred and will continue to occur. (Note: Selling $100K 

worth of advertisements to create a counterpoint on a platform taking in hundreds of millions, 

does not prove interference. It proves naivete in how much $100k will actually buy.) 

What happens if what you sold them (mind you, people under 25, without a fully matured 

Prefrontal cortex, PFC) – a political philosophy or “everything is free” model – that at some 

level, is never humanly achievable. That inequality will exist no matter how many times you 

shuffle the deck of cards. (A key lay in how you play your hand – and how you get better at it 

through experience. And life has plenty of stories to support that.) 

What do you do? How does such a powerful actor as a social media platform (Twitter, 

Facebook) became in a mere 15 years, deal with any resistance to its paid for and “company 

preferred” messaging? What if that resistance is guaranteed by the United States Constitution 

and its Bill of Rights? 

You squelch it. 

Because those advertisers don’t pay for an antithesis to their messaging, true, fake, or some 

gradation in between. What if those advertiser’s long-term objective is to cause societal 

collapse or a Civil War? How does one put their bottom line ahead of that? What is their loyalty 

to anything actually mean? We are back to haggling over price. 

Bureaucracy 
The troubling aspects of Media consumption and its propaganda uses are magnified by the self-

absorption of the Federal (and State) Bureaucracy. These bastions of lifetime Socialism – a 

government-paid or supported position that requires zero output but for think tank papers, 

laws, regulations and most profitable, war and kickbacks– represent the primary nexus of 

degradation of United States power. These players are the Infiltrated, the Elitist, the 

Authoritarians that gladly partner with technology and the resultant billionaires to bring more 

misery to the entirety of society. 

Most notably: they pit citizens against each other to fight over finite resources and stir up all 

sorts of Hegelian-based arguments to get policy implemented. Congress is a show (to keep up 

appearances), but more disconcerting is the malevolence it appears to have towards ½ the 

population based on where they live and their raw production of basic needs of society – food, 

water, and values regarding family and God. And its exploitation of the other ½ of the 

population to keep focused on grievances, identities, and their inadequacies, wherever they 

may reside (urban, suburbs and rural). 



This overt toxicity had abated to a large degree prior to rise of the social media. (There are 

always elements of resentment based in old wounds. And they were being seeded since the 

1960s in education.) But the destructive forces were fueled often by the bureaucrats – 

regarding family units, welfare dependence, and identity versus values-based politics. 

The influence campaigns of the CCP on: Hollywood, Academia, Finance, Technology and Media 

are obvious. These silos of actors influence each other also towards a socialism model. They do 

so because: their positions are safely ensconced behind layers of self-delusion and monetary 

success. Their control of information (and the egregious misuses of data) have them believing 

they are productive, creatively so even. Technology sectors do produce amazing applications – 

coding is skill and can make other technologies sing whatever tune is desired – and that’s the 

problem. The benefit of technology in the wrong hands, influenced by the wrong people, can 

destroy functional societies and their freedoms. It is happening faster by the day. 

9/11/2001 launched that idea. The Patriot Act and the two decades of dithering over in the 

Middle East showed the Bureaucracy never cared who the POTUS is (Trump was hardly the 

breaker of this Socialist will), but only that the rest of us “Normies” get on board. One better 

listen to what the MSM says. Even if it came out of the CIA, or China, or Lebron James or Hillary 

Clinton’s mouth. Even Trump got told “fake” troop numbers, but instead: focused often on his 

Twitter feed, fighting all of Media, until Silicon Valley (and Congress) decided he shouldn’t be 

allowed to do that anymore. 

Imagine that power over the guy with the nuclear codes. 

 



Plutocracy 
Which bring us to the final group: the Plutocrat. Funny the root word: Pluto is Greek for 

“wealth.” It is the smallest planet (not arguing this), furthest from us (Neptune), and a the only 

one tilted (17°) on its orbital path. It was discovered in 1930, right after the stock crash of 1929. 

Plutocrats believe they should design your future. They are dreamers. They see ahead to fill 

their days with opportunities. They also believe they are superior to you. Many are indeed 

quantifiably high IQ people. (Gates scored a 1590 on his 1st SAT attempt.) 

But they obsess over their power. Many seemingly cannot be wealthy enough to cash out and 

retire. They put on their “Foundation hat” and discuss things they picked up from some nerdier, 

IQ-heavy, but social skills barren, researcher, or scientist. They buy more people to tell them 

how wonderful it all could be. And these yes men and women go out and procure the science, 

technology, regulatory approvals, and Congress people and State representatives to make 

something happen, whether you will like this, or not. 

They will never actually lose any wealth, willingly. Their investment will be adequately hedged, 

generally with your tax monies, because something will interfere with their Utopian vision. 

Namely: reality. Whether it is that people do not conform to their sales pitches or these folks 

just see dangers the Plutocrat does not envision or care about. (From their Plutonian 

perspective – the outcomes really will not impact them. So, their lived experience is based on 

whatever little nose-to-the-grindstone life-is-hard and values they received.) 

So many times, we find out these sorts really were highly blessed from their outsets. They 

rarely had to want for anything. Or their hardships were not as personal as they are cleaned up 

by their favorite pigeons: the media. Their visions, time and again, are a deep-seeded or 

engrained resentment against people. (Lack of control of themselves projected onto others – 

the need to control all of them. A bit psychopathic – ASPD for the psych crowd.) 

The need for ON DEMAND servitude has become the Plutocrat’s way of life. People jump for 

them. They suck up. A lot. They tell them how great they are. (Only takes them 30 seconds to 

do it as shown.) 

But what bothers them too: that your way of life is catching up to theirs. That many hundreds 

of millions have the access to all the information. All the high-end material goods made – often 

in sweat shops the Plutocrats own – are plentiful enough and easily found. All the same 

instantaneous gratifying ways (that many Plutocrats made money off of too, but not through 

their personal inventiveness, but rather, off nerd IQ) are available also to the Plebes. As one 

writer, Rob Henderson, called the response to this: Luxury Beliefs. 

Luxury Beliefs create the façade these Plutocrats are much more enlightened and therefore 

worthy of listening to in spite of the overwhelming evidence such “beliefs” damage societies. 

But that almost always is the point. To create the chasm again. 



For these Plutocrats can no longer distance on outward material wealth (100,000 square foot 

home) or a 150-foot yacht, but they can out do you by saying, “Open Borders allows people to 

be equal in all ways.” 

Because: The Plutocrat will never see a day in close contact with Borderless societies as they 

will ferry themselves to a private island where they may garner some sick entertainment value 

from watching humanity crumble. Stimulation of their brain – problem-reaction-solution to the 

expansion of their wealth (over their other fellow Plutocrats). This is a game to them – 

sociopathic one at that. 

This is easily sold through the manipulative tactics of the Technocrat, the Bureaucrat, and the 

word salad of the Plutocrat. The Technocrat will employ advertisements and propagandist tools 

to get you to see the message over and over again. Social pressure will build due to 

“conformance” being a preferred “social status” trait. The Bureaucrat will equally get this done 

through legislation and crack downs to enforce this Plutocrat’s Luxury Belief. Then, the 

Plutocrat will do the rounds on Media to make the argument, with no pushback, so as to 

emotionally sell the idea of how wonderful it all can be. They will have handy some study (that 

they bought) and a simple slogan (to engrain in people’s heads) so it becomes a ubiquitous 

idea. Emotions and even musical scores will accompany these Luxury Beliefs. 

Anyone that takes the counterargument will get labeled as per usual as: “Fringe,” “Phobic,” an 

“Ism,” or “Conspiracy nut” that keeps the conditioned people accepting the Plutocrat’s main 

thesis. And most will never question too much why there is no debate or an equal hearing of 

the argument against it. Or investigate facts of the case. 

That would be DEMANDING too much. 

And thus, one has haggle away their rights from listening to someone who has all the privileges 

but none of the pain that comes with them.  



MAY 2021: Tale Of The Gates 

 

The simple history on Gates: 

His father was a top leader in Planned Parenthood which was founded by eugenicist Margaret 

Sanger. 

His father, the lawyer, taught his son about contracts and how to exploit them. 

Bill was ever wise to learn this. He has exploited people to get Microsoft into operation by 

buying an operating system; and then, getting IBM’s best concepts early on, courtesy of his 

mother’s relationship to IBM and their board. 

Gates monopolized the computing market with Windows. But then tried the same with Internet 

browsing, involving Netscape, leading to anti-trust actions by the DOJ. 

Gates was not well-liked by the late 1990s in many circles. 

Gates learned his philanthropic rehabilitation schtick from John D. Rockefeller. 

Gates, like Rockefeller, became passionately obsessed with healthcare and has eyes on all the 

top medical schools. 

https://archive.is/WYwY8
https://dcfpress.com/tale-of-the-gates-a-philanthropic-guise-for-power-control-over-global-health-education/


Gates deployed his enormous fortune “earned” to buy up K-12, universities, think tanks, world 

organizations, private and public pharmaceutical, media and other institutions to control 

opinions, shape their policy, and promote vaccinations for the entire world. 

Gates founded GAVI Alliance in 2000. 

Gates receives enormous backing from Warren Buffett. Buffett from 2007-2020 has injected 

$31 Billion in Berkshire Hathaway stocks sold into the Gates Foundation Trust. 

Gates called for a “Decade of Vaccines” in 2010, forming a working group to that end that also 

included NIH’s Dr. Anthony Fauci. 

Gates organizational capture model includes much of the D.C. policy apparatus and its leading 

medical university: Johns Hopkins. 

Gates “predicted” a pandemic crisis to hit during a TED talk. 

He has also made Population with Climate Change a key aspect of his writings. (August 2020 

Gates Notes) 

Dr. Anthony Fauci was also heavy into predicting such a pandemic would hit the current Trump 

administration in 2017. This while using the NIH to fund GOF studies that were offshored to 

China’s Wuhan Virology Lab. 

The Wuhan Virus was not naturally occurring. It was designed and altered from the SARS-COV-1 

virus of 2003 era. (Nicolas Wade article.) 

Gates Foundation, along with Johns Hopkins, ran a Pandemic tabletop exercise in October 2019, 

Event 201. 

CEOs around the globe quit or cash out in enormous numbers in late 2019. Even more than 

during the financial crisis of 2008. 

Gates, appeared at DAVOS in January 2019, and touted a 20-to-1 return on his $10 billion dollar 

investments in Vaccines. He also mentioned “political and international issues” as constraining 

his further moves. 

Gates funded Imperial College via grant to tune of $79M in March 2020. Neil Ferguson supplied 

the model that was often cited early as justifying lockdowns. Imperial started a new academic 

department in April with Neil heading it up. 

Gate funded the IHSE model, if indirectly, as it was built by U. of Washington and Johns 

Hopkins, two of his largest “grant” benefactors. (Washington has received over $1.5 Billion) 

Gates is connected to ID2020. Research done by Dr. Kevin McHugh (MIT, Rice) was done at the 

behest of the Gates Foundation. The mRNA technology push – which is untested and more 

alarming, could bring out latent but dormant genetic issues to the receivers of it. (Foundation 



supplied Moderna with $20M in funding. Moderna had never released an FDA-approved 

vaccine. And still haven’t.) 

Gates is heavily tied to Common Core K-12 indoctrination. (Federalist article) 

Gates surrogates, like Dr. Fauci, Dr. Leana Wen, and others, appear on MSM propagandizing 

fearful and controlling messages about masks, lockdowns, and vaccinations. 

Bill Gates is Rockefeller 2.0. Only, with a far greater plan, supported by many more adherents to 

his world vision. 

Gates is connected to Jeffrey Epstein. So much so, that his wife, Melinda, was concerned, and 

now, is divorcing him. 

Gates funds the Clinton Health Access Initiative to the tune over $500M. 

Gates in 2018, provided 22% of WHO funding directly, or indirectly, through grants to 30+ 

organizations. 

There are too many aspects to this story which should be alarming. Gates is not a medical 

doctor or a trained expert in epidemiology – though he has fashioned himself that way. He has 

bought his way into the highest levels of science and likely subverted those persons to give him 

the outcome he wants. (WHO as well.) 

His charity is hardly charitable. He has made enemies in India. He has stamped Africa as an 

experimentation lab for a host of “technology and vaccine trials.” His obsession with 

vaccinations while doing very little for ongoing development and improving people’s health 

through more basic needs (food security, water, hygiene, and education on diet and exercise) 

shows this is not about personal health. Rather, a crisis creator to get a payoff for his agendas – 

which overlap out to China as well as CGTN is glad to broadcast. 

From The Federalist in 2017 by Joy Pullmann stated on Gates funding education:45 

“Agreed, that’s a bad idea that failed miserably, both in PR and in teacher effectiveness terms, 

but it’s one bad bite out of a rotten apple. Looks like Gates is just going to bite again from 

another angle. It’s the old rationalization for communism: “Great idea, terrible 

implementation.” Yes, that sometimes happens, but what about considering whether the 

implementation train wreck was caused by a bad idea? 

In lieu of ramming his preferred, untested education theories through a mindhive of unelected 

bureaucrats elated to be showered with Gates money and attention, over the next five years 

the Gates Foundation will spend $1.7 billion on myriad smaller initiatives. “We anticipate that 

about 60 percent of this will eventually support the development of new curricula and 

networks of schools that work together to identify local problems and solutions,” Gates says. 

This curricula, however, will be explicitly tied to Common Core and its cousin, the Next 

Generation Science Standards (which academic reviewer’s rate of even more obviously low 



quality). Similar experiments in New York and Louisiana, the latter of which Gates cites, have 

yielded uniformity but not uniformly good curricula or proven improvements for student 

achievement.” 

  



MAY 2021: The Perfect Part 

 

Once upon a time, you had a factory that produced 99.8% acceptable parts. Some were a bit 

off, didn’t last as long, or had issues, but overall, they were productive for the customers that 

desired them. But .2% were defective, or ill. The supreme leader of the factory said, “we MUST 

ACHIEVE 100% perfection!” 

A CRISIS COMMITTEE was formed. Billions upon billions spent to analyze, model, hypothesize, 

and suggest expensive and scientifically-approved ways to get that final .2% “acceptable” to the 

leader. 

NO! Perfect! 

Some input was provided by “the workers,” who dealt with this problem daily. The workers saw 

it was highly plausible to just isolate those .2% and determine what made them unacceptable 

and how to do cheap quality checks on them to improve their acceptability. These workers 

even determined that some in the 99.8% were more variable, than normally allowed, and that 

preventative rework, would help them endure longer. This so that the customers that these 

parts were important to, long-term, would care deeply about them. 

The “worker” ideas were simple, cheap, often, merely a reworking of a costly system reliant on 

RADICAL IDEAS. But they were soundly rejected. Ridiculed. Mocked. And derided as uncaring 

because they didn’t care enough to provide BIG RADICAL CHANGES to this factory that had 

produced Billions upon Billions of parts, with minimal flaws, in totality. 

 

https://archive.is/rkqDM
https://dcfpress.com/the-perfect-part/


The CRISIS COMMITTEE decided to REIMAGINE the ENTIRE FACILITY. Moved around all the 

assembly lines; reassigned job duties; idled “useful” sub-parts, while spending billions more on 

archaic or outdated programs, that never were profitable, at all, to endeavor in for the factory. 

“BUT THIS MATTERS!” they raved. “THIS FACILITY will be BETTER than EVER!” they ranted. 

The CRISIS COMMITTEE had all the financial resources, the media promotion, the “intellectual 

horsepower” and the political will from the SUPREME LEADER. The LEADER, who was often 

known to create such opportunities, would then watch, as these subordinates scrambled 

around to meet his exacting desires. It was harmless fun for him. Like using a magnifying glass 

to burn up ants on the sidewalk. Or other more presently designed experiments on 

subordinates that did not comply to his will. 

After many seasons of toil and setbacks and reprisals, the project resulted in 100% perfection. 

The factory didn’t produce as many parts. In fact, it produced so few, the customers grew tired 

and lost any motivation to even order more parts. The exhaustive operation was telling in that 

“the workers” were no longer around. Just an AI Robot with one task: final QC check. If a part 

managed to reach the Robot, the amount of dollars spent, to get it there, was astronomical, in 

retrospect. At least $1 Trillion US, before that currency became “antiquated and imperfect.” 

Nonetheless, every so often, a part would make it through the final QC check. It had been 

perfected to the SUPREME LEADER’s exacting ideals. Then, after a short while, a flaw would 

emerge, and the magnifying glass would appear on his desk.  



JUNE 2021: Psychopathic Sixes 

 

Goal fixation is a blessing and a curse. The curse being: obsession to what end. 

We have been living that “goal” for the past 18 months since we heard about “bat soup” and 

“wet markets.” And then later, when the 7-figure, billionaire-owned, propaganda media hacks 

decided it was now ok to mention “Gain of Function” and Wuhan Virology Lab as the source of 

these issues that kicked off in January 2020 worldwide. But it was always much deeper than 

even that hardly understood biological tampering with a virus. Much deeper, and uniquely 

connected back to one Jeffrey Epstein. 

The objective or goal has been going on for at least two decades. Ever since we unlocked the 

human genome and started cataloging, tinkering with cell dynamics, and operating at the 

subcellular level, the sharpest and richest people involved, in this humanity altering path, are 

laser-focused on evolving us (or them) towards a transhumanistic state. 

To them, and their six-sigma scientists, we are the experiment. Humanity is but 8 billion test 

subjects to be explored. We live on this Earth, as a random event, not a Godly event, to them; 

but rather, just operating in a petri dish as a collection of ill-productive and poisonous-to-other- 

species, human test subjects. This is what some in the elite group contend daily as they now say 

the quiet part out loud more and more. 

They hire and backstop the keenest scientists to provide them the research, and social 

conditioning tools, needed to get other “3-sigma” people on board with this top-down, 

leverage-buyout-of-the-human-race game plan. It is a Brave New World and 7.5 billion of us are 

easily expendable to the 30,000 6-sigma people and their 25,000,000 3-sigma technocrats 

lording over potentially 400,000,000 feudal serfs. [Who is defined as “6-sigma” is not based on 

https://archive.is/w1lEo
https://dcfpress.com/2021-a-trans-human-odyssey-by-the-psychopathic-sixes/


intelligence, solely. Certainly not ethics. But rather, the most pernicious psychopathic people 

one has ever encountered. If you can’t see it, check your psychopathy privilege.46] 

 

Psychopathic Sixes, Technocratic Threes & Feudal Masses 
One might say, at this point, “What’s Jeffery Epstein got to do with any of this?” Well, check out 

his website. (Page 1, Projects, Background, Philanthropy) Epstein dabbled, a lot, in these topics: 

• Study the evolution of molecular biology with the primary use of mathematics. 

• Mathematical model of how cancer cells evolve as well as infectious bacteria and viruses 

such as HIV 

• Predict and minimize resistance to HIV drugs. 

• Supported many leading scientists including Stephen Hawkings, Martin Nowak, Gregory 

Benford, Lee Smolin, Seth Lloyd, Lawrence Krauss, May-Britt and Edvard Moser. 

• Open Cog was founded by AI scientist, Ben Goertzel, PhD.  Mr. Goertzel is CEO of AI 

software company Novamente LLC and bioinformatics company Biomind LLC; Chief 

Technology Officer of biopharma firm Genescient Corp.; Vice Chairman of Humanity+; 

Advisor to the Singularity University and Singularity Institute; External Research Professor at 

Xiamen University, China; and general Chair of the Artificial General Intelligence conference 

series 

Jeffrey Epstein, however, was quite the mover and shaker at Harvard and MIT. Places where 

scientists like Charles Lieber were working with Chinese scientists to get into the nitty gritty of 

what makes (us) tick. Mainly so such 6-sigmas can tinker with and control all of humanity. I 

mean, why else? 

https://archive.is/Mk5t8
https://archive.is/Jocif
https://archive.is/KNYlC
https://archive.is/bGNpV
https://opencog.org/
http://novamente.net/
http://www.biomind.com/
https://archive.is/o/Jocif/agi-conf.org/
https://archive.is/o/Jocif/agi-conf.org/
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/harvard-university-professor-indicted-false-statement-charges


Think about it: are they working hard on macro-level problems? How to improve mechanics of 

materials, urban and suburban structures or improving society’s choices towards actual human 

improvements in living?  

Not really. 

They have given up on “making the case,” as it were, “on solutions” based on humanity’s self-

improvement and sustained progress as a cohesive society with separate individual interests 

and desires supported. [Those desires that hurt others explicitly get a prison cell. Thus laws. But 

to our Psychopathic Sixes, who game the system – and hire the best 3-sigma lawyers to get 

them off – they grow easily bored with this society’s “stagnation” that interferes with them.] 

Instead, they are uniquely fascinated by technology married to the human; or rather, 

controlling the human for a finite life expectancy until they have exhausted their usefulness, a 

la Logan’s Run. While also, seeking to differentiate themselves as “6-sigma elders” by a 

prolonged life expectancy. They don’t want to die – they just want constant entertainment 

from Feudal Masses struggling to understand their existence. [The “religious heathen,” the lack 

of scientism, as they call us “stupid and uneducated.”] 

Their intermediary goal now is to get us to war amongst ourselves; use Milgram “law and 

order” drones, your cops and military officers, to get us to comply to insane, freedom-revoking 

edicts that no one gets to vote on – or if they do, they just rig the vote. To provide also “free 

money” to the dull and average folk while destroying their motivations. Destroy too incentive-

based business innovations (if they do not own them). And finally, installing “systems” of 

surveillance, censorship and lots of injections (for free)! 

Now, this takes time. But the fear porn of propaganda around the Wuhan Flu has cemented in 

many a sheepish soul’s mind, “This is real! I must be afraid! Help me government! Help me 

NGO!” The Psychopathic Sixes have to keep the Masses fighting, feuding, jockeying for meager 

position gains while the Masses continue to provide these Psychopathic Sixes (666) enough 

menial support and entertainment nightly. 

God vs. Technology 
Let’s segue for a nanosecond. The search for the God Particle by the “Sigmas” is not about 

mass. Rather, these Psychopathic Sixes are looking for the God within us down to the 

subcellular and infinitesimal level. They want to find it – and kill it. For the Psychopathic Sixes, 

that is what they do. 

“People have always feared death and dreamed of escaping it. But until now, that hope has 

been formulated in religious terms. Transhumanism promises that death can be conquered 

physically, not just spiritually; and the movement has the support of people with the financial 

resources to make it happen, if anyone can.”47 

The story is simple: if they can find what makes up a soul – not blood or heartbeats or brain 

function or the “clump of cells” that make you, unique – they can defeat God. For such atheists 



(as many 3-sigmas are too), this gives them the defeat and the method to move ahead with 

greater ambitions – that which one can kill, one can control at a whim. 

Where do you think this recent propagandized push for Moderna “mRNA” vaccine is going? 

Which is not a vaccine – as Dr. Sheri Tenpenny, who is an expert on vaccines – has noted. Dr. 

Tenpenny notes too: The Bill Gates Foundation has invested in Moderna – $20 million – and 

knows co-founder, Robert Langer, quite well. And another M.D. of D.C. (Fauci) might even own 

some patents as well. 

But why now? Why 2020-21? These questions are above my security clearance: none. But one 

can hypothesize about the why. Jeffrey Epstein changed the co-executor of his will days before 

his death to Dr. Boris Nikolic.48 Who is that? Bill Gates former science officer and investor in 

Schrodinger. 

 

Follow the science equals follow the agenda. Schrodinger links back to Bill Gates as well. 

Schrodinger has Chinese (and Gilead Sciences investors), who are connected to the very 

pinnacle of the Chinese Communist Party, who are connected to the tops of the D.C. 

government (Mitch McConnell’s wife, Elaine Chao, whose father is close personal friend of Jiang 

Zemin, former Paramount Leader of the CCP). 

Not So Tinfoil-y, AI, That Is 
Epstein may have signaled out to Bill Gates and others: Initiate the Psychopathic Sixes mission. 

Here the story splits into two camps, at the top of the Six-sigma camp. Alex Jones, Mr. Tinfoil, 

has said that is real possibility. (I will not un-credit that thought.) 

Look at 2020. And today. We have doctors pushing vaccines and psychopathic old bureaucrats 

that have told whatever story advances this agenda. Do as you’re told. [Fauci said this regarding 

people’s rights in late fall of 2020.] 

 



Gates only grant to this university lands in March 2020.49 Hmmm? One does not think that is 

mere chance. [Ben Goertzel, PhD. works there.] But that’s not what really matters here. Here is 

what Ben thinks, from Open Cog, circa 201050: 

Now Is the time for Artificial General Intelligence… 

“In 1965, I.J. Good projected an “Intelligence Explosion” – a period of history in which AI 

systems would rapidly get smarter and smarter, enabling amazing feats of digital wizardry and 

ultimately – in some aspects of general intelligence, at least – outdoing its human creators. 

It is now 2017, and technology has advanced a long way since Good’s time.  The notion of an 

intelligence explosion has become almost commonsensical in some circles, with pragmatic 

visionaries like Ray Kurzweil and Intel CTO Justin Rattner arguing that AIs with general 

intelligence beyond the human level can be expected by the 2040s. 

An increasing subset of professional AI researchers shares this optimism — as do we at 

OpenCog. We intend to be on the cusp of this intelligence explosion, poised to ride the 

possibilities of thought, and potentially far earlier than the 2040s.” 

~ 

One does not know the final result of this goal. The WEF, Gates (who may have served his 

purpose as a fake science guy), CCP & DC, have at their disposal enormous Capital (print 

money), Weaponry and Surveillance to coordinate ALL together to submit 7.8 billion people. 

But They can’t do it flat out.  

So, they stir up the pot with COVID (1.0, 2.0, 3.0), pure racism, and the inevitable struggle for 

positioning in THEIR SIX SIGMA CRAFTED WORLD ORDER. They will emotionally abuse and 

exhaust us into submission – psychopathic methods to achieve their ends. 

One hopes and believes the GOD in the DETAILS foils ALL their plans. 



  



JULY 2021: Personal Identity 
(Original Link) 

 

The everlasting devotion to one’s country is a good marker for personal integrity, loyalty and 

commitment to one’s duty in life: to make each day better. People wake up every day in 

countries around the world, yearning to be free, and to do better. They often, are not free in 

any meaningful sense, but hope to be. 

The dictators and the oligarchs, the bureaucrats and the military, create restrictions on speech, 

movement, arms, and one’s daily tasks, calling it benevolence, or “for your own good.” These 

empowered people play on emotions, like fear of the invisible or future dangers, or divvy 

people up by their identifiable characteristics because of a keen understanding of the nature of 

primitive thinking. Garnering a majority, manipulated people do elect themselves into bondage, 

by believing in the snappy propaganda and falling prey to “their side” is morally better based on 

those uncontrolled dangers. Elimination of governments, and class, and control means, sounds 

wonderful, ideal even; but nature abhors a power vacuum, and the fight towards “stability and 

freedoms” will just cycle once again. 

One detours back to that concept because cycles drive our being. Books are written on that 

concept – and we are living through a turning of cycles for certain. Many felt that they lived 

through interesting times – fights for freedom or staving off humanity’s annihilation – and the 

stories there are too numerous and too fraught with point-of-view discussions to go into. 

So, we won’t go any further on that discussion. 

More personally, my grandfather, William L. Clark, Jr. was born in 1926 to a barber in Paris, 

Illinois. His family moved to Gary, Indiana sometime in the early 1930s, if one recalls properly. 

https://archive.is/wYQhV
https://dcfpress.com/personal-identity-the-spirit-of-july-4th/


William was never a great school person – never graduated high school – but one recalls his 

penchant for solving the New York Times crossword puzzles late in his life and his horse betting 

hobby and keen interest. His life had general happiness from laborer work, raising his 

daughters, and being in love with the same woman for over 35 years, Mildred. 

Meanwhile, his greatest adventure: driving an LCVP in World War II in the Pacific Theatre. He 

joined up in 1944, and a year later, he landed at Okinawa, Naha Beach, considered the 2nd 

largest landing assault ever undertaken. His duty was to his country in winning a war that was 

to end in atomic destruction just a few months later. 

During boot camp, his younger brother, Harold died in a drowning accident. My grandfather 

made his way back for the funeral of his brother who was nicknamed “The Firecracker” because 

he was born on the 4th of July. Harold’s death may have prevented his brother’s. The ship 

grandpa was assigned to, would later be sunk in 1944 combat. As my grandfather said, “my 

brother saved my life.” His brother died just one day before the largest amphibious assault ever 

mounted in World History. 

 

My grandfather was aware of much – as he, was like many of his generation, dismayed by eager 

U.S. politicians importing in “cheap Jap and Chinese shit,” as he called it in 1980s. This was back 

when people said what they meant. And holding such opinions, while seen by these 

Postmodern-Marxists as racist and bigoted, were just his way of expressing displeasure at the 

“Globalization” forces that he once fought against. (People that extend their rule over others 

through asymmetric hybrid warfare, subverting another’s society.) 

His identity was being a strong man during perilous times. One can only hope, in this day and 

turning, one can be half the man he was during his perilous times. One remembers his desire to 

be like our Founding Fathers and praised the Independence they sought. As history will note: 

William L. Clark, Jr. died on July 4, 1986. 210 years had passed since our nation’s formal 

declaration of such Independence. Now, 35 years since his passing, such Independence and 

Freedom lays in the balance for humanity, once again. 

God Rest, Grandpa. God Speed, Americans. God Save Us All.  



AUGUST 2021: Mass Psychosis 

 

The fragile mind can only take so much. So much pain, so much frustration, and that it is only 

one mind, can often be its saving grace against all of that pressure. For that mind, and body, 

can refuse to operate (cease to exist); or the mind will harden into a will that detests that which 

has attempted so desperately to subvert its view of reality and humanity. More disastrously to 

humanity though, a fragile mind can be exploited well to be a weapon for would-be Rulers that 

despise all Free Thinkers. 

So when such external forces, such as those launched onto the Western World in March 2020, 

by China‘s CCP, the propaganda and fear, the lies and coverups, the mechanisms of 21st 

century warfare, contorted a century of history regarding coronaviruses (and the responses to 

them), a mind had to steel up quickly and ignore these psychological warfare tactics. 

Many, so many, did not. 

Because of years of social conditioning, driven by MASS & SOCIAL MEDIA, that contorted the 

number of genders, inverted burdens of proof (guilt by accusation #METOO), and ponied up 

WILD narratives on the 45th President – he is not a Russian agent, there are no pee tapes, and 

no wars were started for the Pentagon – the MASSES bought into the COVID FEAR Engine. This 

is Step 1 in the excellent article on Tyranny by Brandon Smith.51 

That fear, ginned up, and propagated by a medical establishment that should have seen this for 

what it was, didn’t. A large portion of MDs refused to ask questions, offer a solutions-based 

hypothesis, but were also equally quick to assign blame in medical journals (NEJM) to Donald 

Trump. Instead, these medical pros ceded inordinate influence and power to the CDC, NIH, and 

of course, “Dr. Tony Fauci,” the highest paid U.S. government “servant.” 

https://archive.is/qmIuw
https://dcfpress.com/commentary-the-mass-psychosis-of-the-u-s-government-leads-to-global-totalitarianism/


This made it easy to further divide the United States people (and many other countries in the 

world) into an US and THEM category. Based on a cursory review of Fauci’s emails (3,000+ 

pages) many “scientists” are influenced into this (or his) worldview. A view likely primed up by 

EVENT 201 Pandemic exercises and grant initiatives from vested parties in Big Pharma. 

Step 2, a Mob Mentality, became apparent – as the term Karen illuminates this well. Karens, 

whether male or female, used their newly found power of control of others – wear your cloth 

mask, stay 6-feet away from me, stop working small shop owner, get the vax! – all at the eager 

behest of the MEDIA MUPPETS and FAUCI as well. 

Those media shills work for D.C., Davos and the CCP, in reading a well-honed script of talking 

points. These align to whatever narrative the WHO (China-operated, Gates-funded), or Fauci 

(never consistent by the way), put forth. Fauci demonstrated a sign of pathology, “noble lies“, 

coming from a “health official.” Politicians (Trump) do spin. But “Fauci-ism” made Trump’s 

statements appear truthful and prophetic. (Masks, HCQ + Zinc, Lockdowns) 

Step 3 (False Piety), tandems with Step 2, resulting in the growth of Karen, the MOB. Karen, 

who is seeking out treats for obedience and compliance while also shaming others mercilessly 

online, does so because their milieu and their MEDIA encourages it in a feedback loop. 

The power of SOCIAL MEDIA, again operated at the behest of a tight alignment with D.C., Davos 

and the CCP, manifested well in the Karen World. The prior fifteen years of rapid development 

of online personal interaction, had been a massive social conditioning and data collection trap, 

neatly sprung on us all. (This author included.) 

The use of technology is always a cost-benefit, and trade-off decision tree. For anything so easy, 

and basically “free,” generally flows to this principle: if it is free – you are the product. From 

this, Step 4 (Gilded Cage) is easy to be trapped in by an unsuspecting person. 

The safety of “right think” on social media – conformity, being a follower, pushing government 

narratives, unquestioning, gets rewarded with carrots called likes, followers, or views. Those 

sticks, de-platforming, wielded by the Fascistic entities (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube) punish 

people by removing their voices from the town square. This proves further their illegitimate 

behaviors (if they were just mere platforms) and makes them exactly the places NOT to be. 

Alternatives and parallel outlets have spawned with great growth in them, fueled by the need 

to have a voice. However, these too operate at the regime’s toleration and have echo chamber, 

group-think characteristics, if people stay unaware of the stimuli they are processing through 

them. 

Evidence grows that make it apparent the ESTABLISHED TECH GIANTS operate merely at 

governments’ behest, subsidy and directives. Which one(s) is a larger and more telling story. 

Step 5 (Resentment) is best told by Brandon Smith52: 



“The truth is that if voluntarism was a valued ideal then this whole fight could be 

avoided. If the collectivist cult was willing to accept the notion that they can choose to 

live in a highly micromanaged environment while others can choose to live 

independently, then there would be no crisis. We could easily go our separate ways. But 

this is not how totalitarians think: To them, all people are chattel, we are property to be 

staked down and reeducated until we see the light. And if we don’t see the light, we are 

to be done away with and erased.” 

Totalitarian Dictators 
Right now, in 2021, Washington D.C. is following a game plan to destroy the United States of 

America at the behest of Globalist forces. It didn’t just start this year, mind you. Rather, the 

quintessential moment or tipping point came nearly twenty years ago on 9/11. 

 

From that new “war theatre”, that again had the MEDIA MUPPETS (New York Times, for 

example) ginning up D.C. falsehoods, the U.S. taxpayer acquired over $20 trillion in U.S. Debt. 

To ramp up the FEAR to sell the American people on that danger, that many swallowed because 

of a mild MASS PSYCHOSIS of Trust in MEDIA, the Patriot ACT was passed and civil liberties 

were eroded henceforth without a whimper. (Meanwhile, China got their trade fingers deep 

into U.S. companies and all of D.C. got rich off the backs of middle class, Middle America. 

Republicans and Democrats alike as the Uni-party is exposed and it lashes out daily now as the 

directives above show.) 

Fast forward twenty years, and We the People, are NOW the top U.S. Government Domestic 

terror threat. This as President Joe Biden, a staunch advocate of the Iraqi and Afghanistan 

Wars, now is responsible for the quick collapse of Afghanistan, mere months into his 

administration. 



 

How did the most powerful military get so owned, so quickly? Did someone renege on a deal? 

Negotiate with only one side to the suspicion of the other? 

[Hint: Biden undermined the deal Trump had in place for a withdrawal with conditions. TRUMP 

is not the President. And cannot be until January 20, 2025, assuming he wins the 2024 election, 

if that takes place. Trump, is not a savior, or a dictator, or right on many, many things. 

However, look at the Clintons, Bushes, Obamas, in an honest, fair and neutral assessment, and 

Trump’s biggest accomplishments far outweighed his downsides and those prior POTUS’s 

achievements. The D.C. people (many from those prior admins) hated him for daring to cross 

them. If these words are violence to you, then you may have MASS PSYCHOSIS.]  



SEPTEMBER 2021: Globalist Treason 

 

The entirety of human history has been a competitive battle for resources. Stasis is rare and 

short; change merely fluctuates within the thoughts of those often called The Elite. In olden 

times, the physically most imposing male leader could get a large group of males to cooperate 

to bash in the heads of another large group of males, that guarded their preferred females, in a 

quest for a bit of real estate. Generally, fruitful for multiplying with any of those females, in 

either camp, protected by these male groups. 

After a while, some developed a “deity” complex, and sold others on this, likely as not, because 

they somehow survived for a prolonged enough time to oversee a couple of generations of 

people, thus cementing an eternal existence mechanism in the minds of non-inquisitive and/or 

daily survival-based people. Those that lived nearly as long, and were, well above average 

thinkers (special) likely had to hide their presence, even as they noted and mocked the “king,” 

the original conspiracy theorists that were right. 

From divine right, and later, the Hereditary Rule – opposed by the heretics – we moved on into 

the modern era of rule by (or through) governments. Governments that came in all designs, 

based on fairly new philosophical arguments and political economies, cropped up around the 

world in the Age of Enlightenment. 

The benchmark of this: The U.S. Constitution vested powers in a decentralized governance, 

weighing the rights of man, versus the rule of law through a democracy that is limited by its 

diffusion of its powers. The Republic part is lost in the modern MASS MEDIA discussion of our 

country as these propagandists distort and smear, using CCP Communist tactics in the present 

day. 

https://archive.is/mcH3O
https://dcfpress.com/the-globalist-treason-covid-19-to-steal-treasure-pivot-to-communism-opinion/


The Problem at Hand 
The problem at hand – COVID – was a quest to break apart all those diffusions of power, as 

centralization is a key aspect of Communists and Kings alike. The march through the 

institutions, the leftist way to destroy free market forces (and set up barriers to entry for any 

new ideas), gathering up huge market shares, and then, silencing those that speak out through 

labeling them as racists, misogynistic, xenophobic, or science deniers. The plan to do this has 

been going on for quite a while, guised in a variety of fear-porn driven media. 

The drop-dead date of 2030 – to achieve the UN/Agenda 2030 – was threatened by the toggling 

back to a more benign President in Trump. Say whatever you will, the Globalists were highly 

pissed off about his being in charge of anything. OR: these forces used him as the “forcing 

function” (MASS Psychosis encouraged by the media) to get their sheep (a mass of Postmodern, 

Marxist-trained wokety woke weasels) that thirst for power and equity (UBI, socialized 

medicine, free education, free rent, free everything). 

 

When it comes to such an Agenda, the trap can be designed based on whatever one desires 

(Hegelian) when control of the masses, through media, as Edward Bernays said can be easily 

done. “If propaganda can be used for war. It can be used for peace.” Trump was no different – 

he got scared, or corrupted too, along the way, into pushing these “McDonald’s vaccines” that 

don’t work for the purpose they were “purported” to do.  



And these vaccines will be found, if people pay attention, to do exactly what they were 

designed for: the long-term permanent damage to many millions and even shortened life 

spans. (That is my hypothesis.) 

Globalists Never Sleep 
Globalists hate peace, hate stasis and stability, and desire chaos and confusion, to steal 

treasure in the trillions from government coffers. Globalists use NGOs and institutions 

dominated by their technocratic rubes – the circles of influence (UN, WEF, Council on Foreign 

Relations) – to push agenda after agenda after agenda. Has anyone seen them solve any 

problems yet? 

Building perverse technology to execute these plans – embedded vaccine tracking, social credit 

score systems (ESG)53, boosters forever down to newborns, tracking your banking and 

movements – and the list goes on.54 This sound like it improves society? It’s about controlling 

all humanity without a wit of care about who lives or dies in the process. 

The Money Shot 
When you want this much control, there has to be a mechanism to keep that control. What is 

that? It’s a well-armed military with state-of-the-art tracking mechanisms and a bought off legal 

system that never rules against administering such Totalitarian rule. 

How? Money. And lots of it55 into the hands of the greedy few that perceive themselves as 

superior (CEOs). These partners at the WEF56, for instance, show the corporations that have 

provided fealty to the China model, either by alliance or blackmail. (The CCP has done this so 

well – most don’t pay any attention to them disappearing Jack Ma or the “fucking spy chief” as 

Hunter Biden called him.) 

Governments around the world have turned over their responsibility for sane budgets, policy, 

and citizen’s rights to NGOs/Think Tanks, World bodies (UN, WHO) and Corporations (Fascism). 

COVID-19 (a coronavirus) was an overblown response coordinated at Event 201, to CCP 

propaganda to the inconceivably incoherent responses driven by fear propagation to billions 

(the MASSES) to steal TRILLIONS. The gain-of-forcing-function here was to use old people as 

easy fodder (death due to their exacting vulnerability to ACE2 manipulation) for the media to 

hype up over and over to their viewers. 

Meanwhile, the economic response can be seen in these long-term graphs highly expertly57 by 

Charles Hugh Smith. The second one shows what one generally knows: there is a differential of 

twenty-five trillion plus in market capitalization of the world market outside of normal growth 

of profits. 

[NOTE: $118 Trillion – $25 Trillion = $93 Trillion Market Capitalization. Subtract another $10 

trillion in overvaluation that exists due to normal speculation and casino operations. This is a 

FED-Central Bank generated crisis.] 

https://archive.is/gy2di


 

SARS-COV-2 (the Wuhan Flu) circumvented the U.S. Constitution through the 10th amendment 

(50 state health departments and local mandates created confusion and chaos). While a 

national emergency threw away any hope of financial responsibility as the CDC, FDA, and NIAID 

director, Dr. Anthony Fauci, the top paid technocrat did all they could to assist politically-driven 

narratives, including racism. 

Bait and Switch the Problem 
These Globalists knew their marks – they have been feeding them fear narratives: the need for 

safe spaces at university; college-age men rape a lot; and racism is on the rise – when it isn’t. 

Rather, the talk of racism, media-driven across the board, was on exponentially on the rise after 

2010, just like the quantitative easing (QE) at the Central Banks. 

This Neo-Marxist bait was an old shoe in American history. Trotted out neatly under the first 

black President and fueled by a very racist culture in China, who courted VP Joe Biden in this 

time frame. This as the Globalist destroyed the middle class, worldwide, increased inequity (to 

their Agenda’s benefit)58, and had their next fall guy to advance this well: Trump, the billionaire, 

white and well-known. [Trump wasn’t the first to bring up the birther issue: Hillary’s camp did it 

in 2008.59] 



 

 

The statistics on crime (below) show Americans becoming less violent across the country, more 

stable, and able to shake off a lackluster growth under 2 U.S. Presidents that put trillions in the 

pockets of corporations, ran multiple Middle East wars for 16 years, and put the American 

people last. 

The West was being designed to fail – as China was being selected. This is due to all the 

customers it has, and are controlled nicely like sheep by its Totalitarian, money-hungry 

government. The CCP also BGYs dumb CEOs from Europe to America while debt trapping the 

rest of the world. Resistance seems futile to these lesser MBA-addled sociopaths. 



The Endgame After the Steal of Money & Freedoms 

 

There is little solace in seeing this game clearly. The theft of money – look at Afghanistan (a 

mere $85 Billion) – in military equipment. HOW!? 

Easy – it was planned. 

The Biden administration is the most corrupt U.S. administration ever assembled. Bar none. It 

has already committed treason – the aid and comfort of our enemies. But it is just getting 

started on the “managed decline” of your freedoms. Much of this happens due to the sheer 

hubris and easy blackmail of Biden’s admin and the D.C. Agencies that screwed over the entire 

U.S. population because they gained “class consciousness” as author Lee Smith noted. 

You, the common folk, will be smeared and blamed as well, as the wokety woke are so 

psychotic they can’t process this reality. These woke Marxists will be ginned up and set up for 

the fall. 

Any rational forces or voices will be blamed as well – too much capitalism. (A lie.) The fostering 

of good choices under free markets – by a moral people – came with regulation by anti-trust 

and anti-competitive laws. These were exploited. Our founders warned of many things – our so-

called leaders, ignored all of them, and continued to do so at present. 

Climate Change is a fear hustle (and the solutions are not as advertised) – and if the WTO had 

not given China, carte blanche, or U.S. corporate greed (Democrats and Republicans alike) had 

stayed away from convenient foreign wars and the equal gutting of manufacturing, well, this 

piece does not get written at all. [We’d probably be writing about sports or women; or women 

in sports.] 



Common people prior to MASS MEDIA had less inclination to buy things that didn’t last. The 

replacement cycle of things, the market share or new market research was once costly. 

Propaganda led to consumerism and a myriad of evil narratives huckstered on us all. 

Also, given the right palms greased, the briefcase-carrying lobbyist, or the foreign intruder that 

offers gold, women and information to control immoral schleps in office (Biden, McConnell, 

Swalwell) to name only a brief few, ends with GLOBAL ELITE defeating yet another group of Sun 

Tzu-less victims. It was easy – appeal to the immorality. Feed their egos. Tell them their people 

are the issue, not them. 

This time is not any different. 

  



NOVEMBER 2021: Flawless Tangos 
“Beep-Beep! Beep-Beep! Yeah!” an appropriate Beatles’ song plays on the car radio amidst the 

long traffic jam on I-65. On the day before Thanksgiving, an unending trail of cars, minivans, 

SUVs and semis are piled up like dominos waiting for an unsuspecting push. 

This snowstorm started just after noon. Now, at 5 PM, seven inches of fresh, heart attack snow 

lays packed firmly on the highway without a snowplow in sight. With the thousands of vehicles 

struggling hopelessly to the far reaches of the Midwest on a holiday eve, and at this juncture, 

twenty-one miles south of I-80/94, the choices north branch to loved ones in Ohio and 

Michigan to the east, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota to the west. The snowbound 

vehicles nearly touch each other in many places along the growing 50-mile-long chain of metal 

and humanity, and unfortunately, have intermingled too closely in a few spots, like shy, inept 

dancers stepping on each other’s toes while in a slow waltz for the first time. Neither feels it’s 

their fault the other can’t dance. 

Sam sits with his 2005 Mazda 626 in drive, a glazed-over look on his face. The destination of 

Minneapolis is likely implausible by 6 AM tomorrow. In coming back home from Indiana 

University, he has never felt emptier for the fruitlessness of the journey. It’s the final holiday 

season to drive back from campus in the ‘05 Mazda, that has survived 275,000 miles of abuse 

and typical college neglect. His folks, now separated, the war over a host of perceived ills – 

money, politics, the ongoing pandemic paranoia – finally broke their quarter century bond. Sam 

remembered again his promise to visit his mother first and foremost. Sam tenses at this choice 

as Debra made the pandemic the straw that broke that bond. Sam watches large flakes pelt the 

windshield without a foreseeable end. 

In the past five years, making his way through a digital technology major via switching from 

marketing and political science, flunking a few courses, working at Chili’s, tending bar, drinking 

after work too much, and dating a few intelligent, beautiful, if emotionally-detached from 

reality, women, who just never worked out, he felt sapped by the time spent, a hollow feeling 

permeating inside. 

The highway equally matched his life. He kept slowly trudging forward; meanwhile, the clouded 

skies producing a blur of bluster, a delaying deluge of winter dampness. Stuck and swirling and 

looking for a way out. 

His high school friends at other universities, most of them closer to home at the University of 

Minnesota, will be more difficult to find this holiday. The cock-and-bull stories have waned in 

excitement and entertainment value from his bright-eyed freshman year when they still all 

charmed. Sam will still see the old stalwarts: Jim, Tommy P., Jessie, Becka and Hog. They will 

likely go out to the Mall of America and drink till the closing time of 1AM at the 4th floor, five-

dollar-plus-a-head watering holes, if the mayor hasn’t screw that up. Sam will play double-dee 

for the group, since guilt finally has won out over the binge drinking and frequent blackouts in 

his final year at school. 

https://archive.ph/GuvIa
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They will laugh, dance, toast and horseplay throughout Friday and Saturday night. Hog will 

moon some old couple while riding shotgun in Tommy P’s Ford F 250 on I-494; Jessie will flaunt 

her perfect chest in a snug red top with ample cleavage exposed, but just to leave some frat guy 

anxious and excited, yet unfulfilled and broke, as always; Jim and Tommy P. will argue over 

sports teams past, present and beyond, as they have since 5th grade at Thomas Edison 

Elementary; and Becka will be Becka. The quiet blonde girl that takes two beers to turn into a 

bounce-me-off-the-wall and throw-away-the-key, all-night, party girl. Strange how life returns 

to normalcy for those two nights of the year. Or so it seems to. 

In the past ten minutes, the train of cars has moved 500 feet. Mile marker 239 approaches. The 

Honda ahead is from Iowa. It has been in front of him since Lafayette. The wipers click by in 

delay mode. His eyes close for a prolonged second under the overcast, snow-filled sky. 

“The National Weather Service has issued a blizzard warning for the northern Illinois and 

northwest Indiana…Twelve to eighteen inches are expected in northwest Indiana and ten to 

sixteen inches in northern Illinois… Travelers should seek shelter and lodging as soon as 

possible. Winds will increase throughout the night to forty miles per hour. Temperatures will 

fall nearing ten degrees with wind chills nearing thirty below. State Road–,” Sam pushes in the 

CD on the player. Damn. He selects a track and the first chords of Pink Floyd’s “Wish You Were 

Here” begins to play. 

…We’re just two lost souls swimming in a fishbowl, 

Year after year, 

Running over the same old ground. 

What have we found? 

The same old fears. 

Wish you were here. 

 

Diana peers backward through the rearview mirror for a moment as the rear wiper sweeps off 

the heavy snow. The handsome guy behind her looks annoyed. Probably heard the dreadful 

forecast. Only one mile to go, she gratefully thinks. A bit of relief comes in the form of a brief 

smile. But sadness weighs inside, for others, who have long journeys ahead in the unrelenting 

snowfall. 

Diana hopes Grandma Johnson does not go to too much trouble. She will. As grandmas do. 

Once again, at Thanksgiving, Diana drives to her new home in Lowell. Her mother and father 

died a little more than a year ago in a car accident on I-80 heading back from Purdue after 

dropping off their only child at the dormitory for the start of her freshman fall semester. It’s 

been hard ever since. The last close relative is Mary Johnson. Her once close high school friends 

are scattered all about and Iowa no longer feels like a home. 

The quiet little engineer is what her snobby roommates, Yvette and Maria, at Duhme Hall call 

her. Toiling away for hours on Calculus, Statics, Thermo, Optics and her blow-off course, Cost 



Accounting, she is expecting all A’s in three weeks, after finals. Then, off to Indianapolis for a 

mechanical engineering co-op with Altec Industries. 

She ponders back to when mom, dad and herself watched the Iowa-Iowa State game and ate 

homemade pizza; or when dad checked over a ’76 MG or the ’73 Cadillac Eldorado convertible, 

while she watched intently over his shoulder the mechanic’s magic he applied to every classic 

vehicle he ever touched. Or Mom dressing her up for Sunday school and church at St. Thomas 

Aquinas, where she fidgeted and squirmed in her dress in the pews. “Cute as a button,” the 

little old parishioners commented every Sunday in the vestibule, as Diana blushed. Their 

vacations to the Grand Canyon and quick trips up to Las Vegas afterwards sparkle again in her 

thoughts, captured in pictures forever kept inside her heart. 

A single tear flows down her cheek. More flakes drop on the windshield. A heavy gasp of air 

from the semi exhales from beside her. 

Bump. Bump!!! 

She looks over her right shoulder to see that the guy behind her has hit her 2015 Honda Civic. 

She stops the car, puts it in park, unfastens her seatbelt, and proceeds to get out of the car. He 

is already out. 

“I’m so sorry, I got in a daze and bumped into you,” Sam apologizes in a rush. Diana instantly 

warms to this. 

“It’s ok. Probably there isn’t even a mark,” Diana adds. 

“Yeah, but I shouldn’t be such a goof. I’m from Minnesota and should know better how to drive 

on this stuff.” Sam looks down into Diana’s brown eyes and sees true innocence and striking 

beauty in just a glance. 

“Well, I used to be from Iowa, but I still can’t get the hang of snow driving. First snow, anyways. 

You know how people are, they forget after seven months without it,” Diana tilts her head up 

slightly towards Sam and feels something too. 

“Maybe you’re right.” Then, they both glance awkwardly down at the bumper that has a 

softball size dent in it. 

Sam hesitates, then says, “I feel so bad. Hey, I could buy you a cup of coffee at the next exit and 

we can handle this?” 

“I am getting off there anyways,” Diana says. 

“I thought you were from Iowa?” 

“I was. My folks passed away—” 

“Oh, I’m sorry—” 

 



“Hey! Lovebirds!” A rude middle-aged man yells from behind Sam’s car. “Move your ass! The 

highway is already a winter fucked-up wonderland!” He revs the engine in park on a 15’ red 

Corvette, while the window shoots up. 

“Ok, Ok,” Sam places his hand out in an easy-does-it manner to the old prick. Diana looks over 

at the angry man with a small bit of contempt painted on her face, but them turns back to Sam, 

unflustered, once again. 

“Well, I’ll meet you at the next exit. There’s a Grandma’s close by to the right.” 

“Sure, I’ll be there. You don’t have to pay for a thing. I’ll take care of you.” 

Diana blushes slightly, “You will?” Sam stumbles out, “I mean–” 

“I know what you meant.” she smiles. 

“What’s your name?” 

“Sam.” 

“Diana.” 

They shake hands for a prolonged second. The snowflakes seem to stand still. A piece of the 

hidden sun’s final rays finds the interstate around them in an icy spotlight. The remaining souls 

sit in limbo, while they proceed onward. 

They both head back to their cars and make the long journey one mile down the interstate. It 

takes twenty minutes to drive to Grandma’s restaurant. 

In the nine hours of chatting at the restaurant, many things are decided forever by the couple. 

A future planned via an interstate mambo on snow. The blizzard, the holiday blues, the 

loneliness and the fears vanish under a cup of Joe or two bought for Diana Johnson Walker by 

Sam Walker. 

And all the snow and the growing wind on a jammed interstate dance floor could not stop their 

flawless tangos over the next 68 years. 

  



NOVEMBER 2021: Join Millennials In Fighting The Void 
Money Circus, at Substack, wrote Join Millennials in Fighting The Void recently60 about the 

emptiness of the mind and soul regarding a generation that has slowly lost touch with our 

reality – a physical and often painful daily fight – to instead, shifting their activities into 

demeaning actions and amoral quests that they do not even fully understand. What is missing 

from this excellent piece is the causations of this voiding of humanity. Placing blame on any one 

thing would be an oversimplification, as it is certainly a convergence, particularly of: social 

media, education, and family breakdown, supported gleefully by billionaires and politicians 

around the world that utilized these now destabilizing forces to get us to the present, Great 

Reset upheaval. 

Social Media 
Social media is the dopamine drip that a Pavlovian Millennial quenches their thirst with; as it 

substitutes for love, goals, and man’s search for meaning. This façade was the ubiquity of the 

internet, which older Millennials (1982) gobbled up as teenagers in the 1990s, hamstringing 

their bonding to a friends locally, and hobbling them as they reached their majority, attending 

college by 2000. Then, 9/11 happened. A shock that certainly delineates the world from a 

secure state of being and goals at the front of one’s mind, and the post-9/11 propaganda 

bogeyman among us (foreign and domestic) that seeded further nihilistic fear of what would 

happen next. That next was: the Great Recession, impacting the lives of younger Millennials 

(1990+) either in their first jobs being axed or their families torn apart by losses from 

foreclosures to divorces. This further sabotaged the meaning these young people need – we all 

need. Social media, an infant in 2005 – became that outlet for the 15-23 year old minds – and 

thereafter, a handy coping mechanism, an addiction, as sure as crack cocaine for the Wall 

Street psychopaths, came to be the drug of choice for Millennials. 

Sam Vaknin, an Israeli psychologist (and known for his own struggles), noted: 

“It is a psychopathic landscape. Devoid of empathy, connectiveness, emotions, 

meaningful sex, devoid of meaning at all. Rates of anxiety and depression in these age 

groups have quintupled and this was three years before the pandemic. And we know 

the pandemic has tripled the rate. Forty million people in the U.S. alone are constantly 

drunk. More than half of young people binge drink to blackout every week. None of 

them is excited by the future. They are walking dead.” 61 

Education 
If the social media bug didn’t poison enough, the education system, the quest for drones and 

dumbed-down dropouts hooked on Netflix, has done in this generational cohort as well. The 

educational standards have youth thinking that their indoctrinated minds, focused on frivolities 

and 400-year old inquiries, have only one answer – Activism! – that merely serves their 

billionaire masters destructive plans. Sloganeering and propaganda has infected academia – 

social justice, a moniker of Marxist preachiness. The K-16 teachers and professors ridicule 

people, of any stripe, but mainly white men, for not perfecting the world for them by 2020. So, 
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these unwise and God-forsaking souls, say, “Destroy it all in the name of unity!” The youth, 

never trained to question, but for their gender, race, or religion, as those things are highly 

important to discuss 24-7, but never to a personal resolution, also deify people with millions of 

“followers”, not for their sound ideas, but for their sexual appearance, their lavish lifestyles, or 

their social activism rhetoric that mirrors their blue-haired professor’s linguistic tricks in 

Creative Writing 666. 

Quoting Vaknin in a passage from this Money Circus Substack: 

“Dystopia is here. It’s the reality of these young people. This is not a value judgement. 

It’s not what they do, it’s how they do it. They are sleep walking, sedated. They 

participate in all the right victimhood movements and they spew out the slogans and 

they march but even this feels very fake, narcissistic, imitative: it’s mimicry. It’s a 

spectacle, made for the media. It’s like Game of Thrones. 

I can’t find a single point of light in this picture. Even the levels of literacy have 

collapsed. About 40 per cent of this generation cannot read a label on a bottle. About 50 

per cent have never read a book. Forget books, what do they do? They play video games 

for five hours. Rest. Surf the internet. Do they educate themselves? No. Their head is 

filled with trash. It’s terrifying. If this is the custodian of the future of the human species, 

it is terrifying.” 62 [My emphasis.] 

Family Breakdown 
Nothing more corrosive, and a well-tested method to destroy societies (see Bolshevik-led USSR 

in the 1920s), than to decouple men and women and their children through quickie divorces 

and the degrading of the emotional bonds of marriage. From The Atlantic magazine in 1926: 

“When the Bolsheviki came into power in 1917 they regarded the family, like every 

other ‘bourgeois’ institution, with fierce hatred, and set out with a will to destroy it. ‘To 

clear the family out of the accumulated dust of the ages we had to give it a good 

shakeup, and we did,’ declared Madame Smidovich, a leading Communist and active 

participant in the recent discussion.”63 

Since the 1960s, the divorce rate in the United States has climbed like a Saturn V rocket into a 

toxic relationship atmosphere. These were much lower prior to California’s no-fault divorce 

(1969) and second wave feminism launching off Betty Friedan’s Feminine Mystique diatribe. 

Hollywood applauded this – lauded this – after first seriously framing this in movies like Kramer 

v. Kramer. Now, there is barely a show on TV, that doesn’t snicker at the dumb male, a weak 

resource provider, while portraying women as know-it-alls and do-it-all, which the Millennials 

have grown to expect as it is the propaganda norm of relationships that happen to stay 

together. Meanwhile, the out-of-wedlock birth rates are 40% on average, higher if one looks at 

a breakdown by race. But for the Millennials, this seeded the ignoring of forming bonds, 

emotional vulnerability, and the risk of getting hurt, versus a stable, healthy, and humanity 

prolonging action. That of pair-bonding versus the ancient and destructive practices of harems 
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and polygamy that served the most domineering male and the submissive enslaved lot of 

females. The Millennial children, many unknown to their fathers that provided the seed, were 

raised, without a father, at either the singular desires of their mothers or through the unwitting 

con ran by NGOs/Government agents alike. In a final quote that echoes the ethos of the mid-

life crisis approaching Millennials: 

“They laugh at me when I say sex always has an emotional aspect because of hormones. 

Or when I say relationships are important — they say relationships always end badly; 

better not to have them. Or when I say read, they ask, why? Everything we thought 

before, is now obsolete because of this transition to action. 

Action is always goal-oriented, however unimportant the goal. Action rarely involves 

overt emotions or empathy. It is very self-centered. When you act, you act and then you 

act upon someone else. You objectify the other person. In an age where only action 

matters, where feelings are a threat because they always result in pain, where 

communication has been rendered virtual, where other people are avatars on Tinder, 

the basic components of the mind — cognition, emotion, empathy, object relations — 

are inactivated.” 64 

The Future? 
One has no crystal ball. The answers lie within the minds fueled by ideas that still exist on 

personal interaction, seeking knowledge, forming bonds that continue the human race wisely. 

There are many who have found their meaning in the darkest places on this Earth. The depths 

of which no writer in the 21st century can adequately describe unless they have lived through 

atrocities like Viktor Frankl did in the 1940s. Frankl’s story may provide meaning – if a youthful 

spirit seeks to access it – instead of their phone, to schedule a Tinder, or send 3 emoticons to a 

pal met on Reddit or Twitter. The education of their mind can only be found through basic 

retraining of responses to any stimuli, ignoring the worse purveyors of propaganda and deceit 

wrapped in a package of glitz and glam. Today’s march toward a Great Reset benefits the 

vulgarity of a viscous “elitist” class that exploits each person and steals their joy each and every 

single day. Don’t let them Millennials. Don’t let them Gen Xers. Stop them Gen Z! And awaken 

Boomers – remember how you hated The Man? Well this MAN has all of us commoners in the 

crosshairs with their political and bureaucratic minions pushing a needle of hate, an injection of 

fear, a poison fluid that will kill the future for all mankind. 

“Love is the only way to grasp another human being in the innermost core of his 

personality. No one can become fully aware of the very essence of another human being 

unless he loves him. By his love he is enabled to see the essential traits and features in 

the beloved person; and even more, he sees that which is potential in him, which is not 

yet actualized but yet ought to be actualized. Furthermore, by his love, the loving 

person enables the beloved person to actualize these potentialities. By making him 

aware of what he can be and of what he should become, he makes these potentialities 

come true.” – Viktor E. Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning65 
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DECEMBER 2021: A Desire Message On The State Of 

Humanity 
The holiday season is often defined by our pasts. The way our families, friends and people of 

importance either succeeded or failed to meet some expectation or hope one may of had. This 

often carries forward for years and years, trying to recoup our failed expectations in gestures or 

some worthy apology for those temporary shortcomings. This is an understandable human 

condition: let down. However, we can’t base our realities on things that can’t be changed ever. 

We don’t have a time machine or ways to “fix” certain people. Apologies are nice and 

commendable – but we know some people will never receive these very well. And these non-

receivers often will grow up with a black heart…and ideas. 

First, a positive reality is: every day is a worthy celebration of our existence. Our frail 

insignificance to the grandness of the entire universe where we are but a mere speck in time, in 

a temporary Earthly realm, that we happen to inhabit as its “most free” beings, in theory. Many 

forget that God – and the miracle of our lives and the ability of our species to continue forward 

relies on our ability to give and receive blessings as they come about. But many don’t see the 

world this way. They don’t even know how to discern blessings – and realize the search for 

meaning is a quest never-ending and is not monopolize by them in the slightest. 

They are either too logical (God is not at hand, their constant need to be convinced) or too 

emotional (the stirring up of drama to suit their ticks and fears to no one’s benefit). They fail to 

grasp what their limitations are – and the acceptance of them. They fail to grasp it is not all 

about them. They fail to grasp that the temporary gift of life is freeing, not restraining, at all. Do 

what improves one’s self and enjoy people – not about the control of what humanity does 

throughout a day, or during a holiday like Christmas. They dislike tradition – seeing that as con 

or contrivance to also contort and control as well. AND that is their issue: control and knowing 

they don’t have it. Such is the quagmire of their hearts and souls. They are as empty as a desert, 

years from rain ever coming to pass. 

On the more uplifting side, we have people in history who have suffered and died; and yet, 

found grace and provided eternal gifts to others, in just mere moments. This outstrips what any 

billionaire can buy, or any Royal, with their entire kingdom, can ever defeat. The Common 

People know them by their works – and they also excuse them as well for their human errors 

made along the way. People across time find hope in these memorable souls that spread good 

cheer, hopeful messages, and rallied humanity in its most dire times, without money or title to 

support their endeavors. These are a rarity – and growing rarer, it appears, in 2021. But one 

never knows… 

At this time of year, we must find ways to SPREAD good cheer, hope, and happiness in the 

human condition, even as we fight everyday amongst ourselves. Often, just about meager and 

temporary pains that amount to nothing of consequence in the long run. (A certain group 

causes a vast majority of pains in this world – and they do so, either on purpose or because 
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they “know not what they do.”) While the Christmas Season should be a cessation of this – it 

often just heightens the problem. And thus the perpetual cycle we fight and flounder in. 

But We are now in a different era as well. Not by our general desires to evolve into that 

obviously – we didn’t select these responses of the last two years. More like being dragged, 

kicking and screaming, into a dystopia that ignores Christmas, Christ, and fosters fear and 

forgetfulness of the better spirits and human desires to be left in peace. This is apparent to a 

growing contention of us that sees that “certain group” revealing, yet again, they want to seek 

to fix all the past (often by erasing it from books to the internet) and replacing it with their 

control mechanisms for the rest of humanity, permanently. 

THIS INDEED puts of all of us in grave danger and dire circumstances. This certain group has no 

use for traditions or humanity’s grace, giving, or our forgiving natures. The group is uniquely 

pathological in their desires to strip humanity of its memories, its better natures, and replace 

them, with an ever-raging conflict that will keep this controlling group above the fray, while 

chaos destroys the human condition at an ever-escalating pace. This is evil. It is not a discussion 

to say it is otherwise. (Or certainly not one I will entertain further here.) 

The trick the group incorporates is to guise all their messaging in “health” and “humanitarian” 

packaging, wrapping it with the finest paper, but the veneer is exactly that: thin paper. Once 

unwrapped, it reveals not even a useful lump of coal, but is just an empty blackhole, a heartless 

plan, based in hate, anger, and a transhumanistic pretense. 

This group of course does not see it that way. The amount of self-delusion is beyond all but the 

most powerful in station and mind. They use their monies, their propaganda, their connections, 

and they planned. And planned some more. They love planning – and then, boom! Released 

their trap onto humanity. 

They’ve told us all of this in their meager scribblings about their desires to reshape humanity 

and the world. Calling it a 4th industrial revolution, echoing in succession, a prior pathological 

desire for a thousand-year rule. Such claptrap was born from a cold place close to the nexus at 

the cusp of the Second World War. Echoes are visible from this, and a host of other certain 

group members, as they know each other well by their ongoing, nefarious deeds. They sought 

and obtained power, and hid their manipulations well, using underlings, a network, equally 

disparaging of the human condition. You know them as prime ministers, presidents, chief 

health officers, financial heads at “world” organizations, state governors, media empire owners 

and talking heads, CEOs, and operators of NGO behemoths. 

Their boots seek to hit your neck, over and over again, for all the pain and suffering they feel 

you are guilty of (projection), as you are “hurting Mother Earth,” and causing the “climate 

catastrophe to come!” All the messaging about a planet to be dead by 2030 or 2050 if they 

“don’t do something” to curb your existence, your way of life. Extinguishing it – as they overtly 

desire, but just pick more tolerable words to say that, deploying divide-and-conquer tactics, and 



now, the demonization of those that will not comply with their wills, their transhumanistic 

agenda wrapped in COVID, climate and chaos, most of all. 

The certain group wants the anti-present of revenge. It certainly is on their wish list 

somewhere. Along with power, control, submission, entertainment, pain, humiliation, and 

greed. Their plan WILL NEVER build back better. Their plan WILL NEVER reset the world to a 

better end. If someone believes otherwise, they to need to examine why, “they know not what 

they do.” 

The Savior in this malevolent plan, or saviors, are US that know that the power of humanity 

nearly united against these pathological forces, with a distinct obsession with us, cannot be 

allowed to win. We cannot obey their orders. We cannot yield any further. We must protest 

vigorously, as if our lives depend on it. They do – in actuality. 

The CONTROL this group wants (vaccines, boosters, passports, movements, and wealth 

extraction via business closures) are just the beginning. The 3rd iteration of this master plan 

started there as well. Many a confused soul has dismissed this because they either: cognitively 

can’t figure this out, or will dismiss it as, “this can’t happen again.” Well, others disagree quite 

significantly. 

The conclusion of this story is yet to be written. We are really just in Chapter 1. But the 

foreshadowing phase is nearly done. Many don’t see the foreboding path ahead because it 

seems so foreign, so odd, yet history is replete with examples of how tyranny is imposed. The 

key fault is in labeling it politically – calling it left or right – which is debatable and simplistic for 

those that love that debate along those various axes which tyranny lies ahead. Tyranny’s flavors 

end in the same miseries for all. In the end, they are all as empty as a Christmas stocking under 

the dark boots of these tyrants. 

The Chapters ahead will be tragic, dangerous, appalling, revealing, and yet, humanity has WON 

some battle to push the certain group back into their shallow, inhuman pile of nihilism and their 

malevolent musings go back inside their heads for awhile. (We never seem to eliminate this 

threat completely though (psychopathy), and thus the repetitive nature of humans toiling 

against these forces.) 

But that’s for God to settle the final score on – whether on Earth, or in the hereafter. That 

ultimate mercy too is unto God, and we can only offer such mercies humanely, when possible, 

but we are but human. 

Our goal is to fight for the freedom and liberties of all and allow culture to thrive and give the 

gift of insight and better days, every day, ahead. May that Chapter be written soon enough for 

all who fight against the tyranny. 

That is my ultimate wish for the years ahead for those not a part of that certain group: 

Peace on Earth & Good Will Towards Men. 



JANUARY 2022: Echoes of God in the Ongoing Struggles of 

Mankind 

 

Past Formation 
The recent two years were echoes for many of us. Echoes that we struggled to forget; and 

often, the blur of time was the most soothing mechanism found and deemed the most potent 

cure seen from the here and now. I speak of abuse. For some of us, this was a daily thing that 

happened twenty, thirty or more years prior. Mine took place in the early 1980s in a dusty town 

in Tennessee where the release of a virus, a violent one, occurred in July 1982, and soon 

infected the household to its irreparable and complete destruction. That viral impact, a plague 

of propaganda, gaslighting, love bombing, violent threats, and empty promises of it ending 

soon took hold for the next eleven months. It was driven by one malevolent son of a bitch to 

make one fearful, compliant, susceptible to messaging (from The Bible in this scenario), and 

“usable” to also control one’s mom through triangulating me to impact her decision-making. 

The tactic failed as she escaped Tennessee, first without me; and then later, I was deemed 

useless to his psychopathic ends and I joined my mom in June 1983. 

This was an attempt at Stockholm Syndrome deployed against me to impact one’s mother. My 

father should have been someone easy to sympathize with, he wasn’t, in the totality. I had 

witnessed a horrible event in July 1982 – and was even asked by him to kill him – only to spared 

him as my mom, beaten, blooded, and battered, was by my observation, acceptable to that end 

for him. Thereafter, the events went through were a psychological hell that is not as clear as I 

can state here. It was not hard to realize that to keep my mom and myself alive, I needed to 

https://archive.ph/FX0qT


become good or competent enough at telling my father what he wanted to hear, lying, for self-

preservation. And succeeded well enough to still be here to write about it. 

I did, briefly, at age 10, fall prey to my father. He would butter me up – praise me for my scores 

on standardized tests (99% percentile on Math, yeah!) and then make some proselytizing 

proclamation, usually from Revelation, to also make me afraid of things to come. He obsessed 

over my mom in ways no healthy mind would or should through communication schemes 

(calling, writing, relaying messages through me) to get the object (my mom) on board. If it 

seems intentional in hindsight, well, I didn’t get this Stockholmian analysis until long past the 

time people go to college for psychology or such pursuits in that complex field. Rather, I came 

to this revelation in my early-mid 40s, just a couple years prior to the beginning of this 

“pandemic.” 

Present Formation 
I quote “pandemic” because the goal of this recent health scare is not about enduring and 

surviving a virus, with known therapeutic treatments (healing paths) that are available, cheap, 

and tested for many years, if not decades, across billions of interactions as Drs. McCullough and 

Zelenko presented66, tested, and fought valiantly to disperse. Instead, no matter how one 

positions the argument on Covid’s origin, release, or magnitude of its impact, the STATE POWER 

decided that a vaccination path was the only and best option, ignoring the long duration to 

develop them, how untested these were, and the lack of safety testing in the long-term. No one 

in my cohort (40-49) has ever had an mRNA vaccine in their lifetimes as both Pfizer and 

Moderna bases their “therapies” on. Why would one accept them now, made inside of a year 

(2020), while AIDs, which was all people in the 1980s talked of, has no approved vaccines. 

(Instead, a cornucopia of variations of highly expensive drugs (Remdesivir, Lopinavir) are used 

to control that immune deficiency syndrome, echoing some studies67 regarding this virus’s 

vaccine causing a weakening of one’s immune system.) 

It was not as hard to see, or rather, surmise, this time, a goal or agenda has been set to alter 

society’s behaviors, accept surveillance through such “vaccines” and “passports”, while also 

rolling out a pre-existing plan, the Great Reset, or Build Back Better, as a brainwashing scheme 

towards some Agenda that is a mix of control and powershifting in Western Society writ large. 

The same Stockholm-like captive state – arbitrary lockdowns, masks, psychological war through 

media messaging – made this visible to me as far back as April 2020. However, more to come 

on the precise term regarding this blender of confusion for the masses. 

The politics of the Western World are subverted now by a Socialist monster cum Communistic 

& Authoritarian tendencies. This is what the congealed powers of MNC corporations, big media, 

big government agencies and big tech are harbingering for our world’s future. This is the World 

Economic Forum’s vision – less ownership, by you, more ownership by their aligned, behemoth 

management companies (BlackRock, Vanguard, State Street)68 that decide where and what you 

are allowed to do under the guise of “Health, Safety & Security” measures. These aligned 

powers want to remove your Civil Rights to speak freely, defend yourself, have due process – as 

https://aidsrestherapy.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12981-021-00407-2


they have in Europe, Australia and Canada rather easily – and now, the United States is the last 

man teetering. These powerful institutions sell this nasty gumbo of Totalitarian-slanted 

propositions with a fancy scientism spin, buttressed by technological futures (still in prototype) 

and climate change black-white talk (Earth-ending fear with paternalistic love bombing) to get 

their most guilt-and-anxiety-riddled on board with this political trajectory without any pushback 

allowed. Their globalist scientists offer universal and human-tied solutions (Web 3.0, AI, CRISPR, 

transhumanist progressions, one-world techno-currency, and embedded & interfacing tracking) 

that are rarely mentioned without the happiest stances towards it. Any health initiative – is an 

infiltration and psychological manipulation method: get one scared and fearful enough of such 

viruses, so a mass of humanity will gladly submit their rights to these hustlers of technological 

snake oil. And this is where the two parts – my prior experiences and the present day – connect 

into this massive agenda. 

 

Mass Formation 
This term was not unusual or understudied by the psychological community69 though the 

congealed, Globalist psychopaths have directed their power to contact Google, AP, or Reuters 

to routinely scrub or pump out deflective information that the “mass formed” or paid-for “crisis 

actors” can twist up like flying monkeys from The Wizard of Oz. This is not the first medical 

disinformation campaign seen during Covid-19. Information control campaigns such as: vaccine 

definitions from the WHO were routinely manipulated, hydroxychloroquine was labeled 

dangerous, and Nobel Prize winning Ivermectin was deemed merely a “horse medication.” 

Those are just minimal, if important, examples – as the CDC recently admitted over 75% of 

COVID-related deaths died with four or more comorbidities70, something again known as far 

back as mid-2020 by this author. Those that want more mandates and lockdowns that destroy 

economies and starve people through the global supply chain breakdown, have achieved the 



baseline characteristics that Mattias Desmet’s Mass Formation hypothesis discussed71 here 

shows. 

His claim rests on these four pillars or pre-existing conditions: 

1.       Social Isolation 

2.       Lack of Meaning 

3.       Free floating anxiety 

4.       Free floating frustration and aggression 

 

Social isolation is obviously tied to both pre-existing conditions in social media (a rather toxic 

landscape), and separating people from each other long prior to this COVID19 event kicking off. 

Desmet noticed this isolation (as did the U.S. Surgeon General and The Atlantic72) and this ties 

to key, destructive hallmarks of COVID-19 protocols: lockdowns and social distancing. Thus, 

dividing people even further into forced isolation camps and reinforcing echo chambers that 

exist in the government-big tech controlled social media. [Divide and conquer is a well-known 

military tactic.] 

Lack of meaning is tied into social isolation and workplace accomplishments (65% people 

believe their jobs are without meaning). The very few people (13%) who would find meaning in 

their work, small business owners, for example, were told to shut down during COVID and 

immediately labeled “non-essential.” This would increase such meaningless thinking, and little 

reported are the correlated rises in suicides, and in concert, depressed thoughts and harm to 

children, disruptive masking and “mass formed” teachers, worldwide. 

 

Free floating anxiety, frustration and aggression can be summarized in the United States by the 

media’s fear narratives, mask wearing, and consistent pushing of racial agendas by these 

https://rumble.com/vrxr3n-tpc-653-dr.-mattias-desmet-dr.-robert-malone-dr.-peter-mccullough-mass-form.html
https://dcfpress.com/massformationpsychosis-analysis-videos-clinical-psychologist-mattiasdesmet-massmedia-narrative/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hER0Qp6QJNU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hER0Qp6QJNU


Globalist actors through agencies, foundations, and corporations. The population has seen epic 

rises in crime73 – Chicago – putting non-aggressors in perpetual states of free-floating anxiety. 

The continuing reliance on “Technocrats” as the sole arbiters of truth on this virus has created a 

mass (a specific group) that are not able to process any new information. The Mass Formation 

finds only ONE OBJECT (the virus) to focus obsessively on, to the divorcing, or discarding, of all 

else in their life. This has been called an almost “hypnotized” state of being. 

Naomi Wolf expertly provides insight into this new information paralysis in her piece: 

“The rest of the world, at least on the progressive side in the United States, became 

increasingly cult-like and insular in its thinking, since March of 2020. As the months 

passed, friends and colleagues of mine who were highly educated, and who had been 

lifelong critical thinkers, journalists, editors, researchers, doctors, philanthropists, 

teachers, psychologists — all began to repeat only talking points from MSNBC and CNN, 

and soon overtly refused to look at any sources - even peer-reviewed sources in medical 

journals — even CDC data — that contradicted those talking points. These people 

literally said to me, “I don’t want to see that; don’t show it to me.” It became clear soon 

enough that if they absorbed information contradictory to “the narrative” that was 

consolidating, they risked losing social status, maybe even jobs; doors would close, 

opportunities would be lost. One well-educated woman told me she did not want to see 

any unsanctioned information because she was afraid of being disinvited from her 

bridge group. Hence the refrain: “I don’t want to see that; don’t show it to me.” 

One need not be a clinical psychologist to notice the hallmarks of social problems and their 

escalating deadly outcomes. However, it is critical to label and put in historical context these 

mass formation events (Hitler’s Nazi Rise, Mao’s Cultural Revolution, Stalin’s Communist Kulak 

5-Year Plans). Because each of those nightmares had catastrophic world-altering consequences. 

Millions died through evil mechanisms with a Godless anxiety misdirected at the other. Thus, 

we must identified this problem and reversed it, before it’s too late. 

Mass Solution 
I am not the purveyor of medical solutions without some basis on them in reality and some 

deep analysis from one’s usage or sense they will improve one’s life. It is obvious, to me, that 

we are in EXTRAORDINARY TIMES. I cannot stress how difficult this time ahead will be. Others 

know that as well and have been trying urgently to shake awake the populace. And the receipts 

below show the American People know something is “very, very wrong with us,” but we also 

know: one too can change this disastrous course. There are stepwise ways to coalesce towards 

a better outcome, taken from the hallmarks of the non-aggression principle. Mattias offers as 

his prescriptions as: 

1.         Speak Out 

2.         Connect 

3.         Think About a New Normal 

4.         Non-Aggressive 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/chicagos-reports-797-murders-2021-most-any-us-city
https://naomiwolf.substack.com/
https://naomiwolf.substack.com/p/is-it-time-for-intellectuals-to-talk


Speak 
The political fires have been burning so hot due to the divide-and-conquer media and their 

Geppettoing Masters of the Universe, who deflect from their gross sins, economic (and more 

personal) ones, for the last two plus decades in the United States. Using Cultural Marxism 

subversions, Big Data gathering web manipulations and The Patriot Act invasion of privacy 

overreaches, to create conflicts on U.S. soil, all have been quite unsuccessful the vast majority 

of the time, but damaging, nonetheless. The American People were better than all “their 

leaders.” These financial interests hated that violent crime went down (until 2020), while the 

focus on their windfall profits went up (both here and overseas), thus provoking these 

billionaire-level parasites to stoke cultural and verbal squabbles on the internet, and 

exploitable, through their bought media whores. If one U.S. Agency is additionally to blame, the 

FBI is certainly on that short list, along with their international brethren, the CIA. January 6th is 

used to shift focus away from the 1/6 FBI sins74 – as legacy media and Democrats/Republicans 

(in DC) love to declare U.S. Citizens “domestic terrorists.” 

Wonder why that is. 

 

As people spoke out, the new administration needed a new bogeyman to keep a group 

paralyzed in Mass Formation. To believe further the Technocrats that “democracy” is “under 

attack.” Quite insidious is the level of malevolence from these well-paid people75 that scarcely 

leave their big city high rises or D.C. government offices to talk to the average U.S. 

Midwesterner, Southerner, or Westerner. While there are fringy types in any political 

landscape, just how much blame can one shift on those without any power? 

https://charleshughsmith.blogspot.com/2022/01/the-real-threat-to-democracy-is.html
https://twitter.com/lawyer4laws/status/1480256321895206916
https://twitter.com/cspan/status/1480946038643085323


 

The U.S. government put the country nearly $30 trillion in debt – 24+ in the last twenty-two 

years – while telling them they are also racist, uninformed, backward on their rights of speech 

and guns, and should trust a federal government that spies on them, lies directly to them (on 

two wars costing many trillions and 500,000 plus lives lost on both sides), and also thinks they 

are unworthy of consulting on matters of their health, finances, or individual liberties. Why do 

the people keep them in power? Why give them any more power? Did we actually ever put them 

in power? 

 

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GFDEBTN
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GFDEBTN
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/GFDEGDQ188S


 

This is why speaking out is now a patriotic duty. The constant spin and media propaganda is to 

gin up the worst fears over COVID, Racism, Extremist Violence (on political right) and anything 

that can be packaged to get people scared.76 And kept that way. COVID differential perspectives 

are driven by location – city versus rural areas, which overlap with their political precepts: more 

liberal voters versus more conservative ones. Large “blue” cities intertwined with largest media 

markets owned by the largest media properties, largest universities, largest MNC corporations 

(tech, pharma, most tellingly) that have huge influences on the populations they serve, employ, 

and also, ignore them as well. The rural “red” people get their information in alternative ways – 

including self-research, online conservative media, or even ignoring this health problem 

altogether. As one reflected (Bill Maher did77), the conservatives have a lesser magnitude of 

fear – and a much closer proximation of the risks level of Covid19, and moreover: have 

achieved less COVID% of death in their county/political districts. 

https://thefederalist.com/2022/01/10/disgraced-fbi-no-2-andrew-mccabe-calls-for-feds-to-treat-mainstream-conservatives-like-domestic-terrorists/
https://thefederalist.com/2022/01/10/disgraced-fbi-no-2-andrew-mccabe-calls-for-feds-to-treat-mainstream-conservatives-like-domestic-terrorists/


 

(This analysis was done in January 2021 and is included in my book located here.)78 

The other fear mongering tactics are just ways one knows to keep people in a learned 

helplessness state – as the “Technocrats” are feeding this up throughout their platforms and 

sites. And likely, these elite-owned Pinocchios will create a false flag event to further gin up 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B093XVGY25


support for yet another “war” on an object of “fear.” (Recent weeks show Russia & China 

aggressions. Biden’s DOJ forming a new domestic terrorist unit on 1/11/22 as Dr. Fauci 

mentions himself being threatened.) One has to figure this out (know the truth and deception 

methods alike) before step two can be addressed. [Edit: Ukraine became the new Biden 

administrative narrative as the CDC plans to stop tracking previous day COVID deaths.] 

Connect 
No one can take a firehose of information given the times. The tweets and short attention span 

are united, sadly. The best one can do is develop a way to slowly build rapport with those in the 

state of Mass Formation. Offer them condolences. Find a point of agreement on alternative 

matters. Build a true friendship. If a door opens from the past, don’t reject them – if the 

disagreement was over COVID or COVID-related events. (Some people exist to exploit panics for 

initiatives that are not based in wholesomeness. Leave those doors closed that may upset one’s 

ability to survive during this sinister plan.) 

Slowly build through personal connecting to them. Information shared without commenting – if 

they are interested (open minded, generally). This too takes time. 

Normal 
This is my hypothesis and not the good psychologist’s ideas or stated path. The normal that our 

GLOBAL MASTERS want is not what we want. The normal the MASS FORMATION want is not 

the normal of the past. It is one’s contention the NORMAL should be an individualized and a 

social good (meaningful work or ability that can be improved on to find a niche providing 

“status”) that these people can find attractive; and also, destressing from all media enticements 

and accompanying aggravations. Therein, lies the problem – MASS FORMATION bought the 

MEDIA NARRATIVE. They may be continually triggered by certain words (and certain people), 

especially those that are the most political amongst us. 

One need not go further (on those words) but to say: stay clear of this “word path” in the short 

term. Decide immediately how to approach conversations. Figure out which of these word 

buttons will push a person away. 

[NOTE: The MEDIA & THEIR ILK knew they could create a MASS FORMATION possible event. 

They almost counted on this, one contends. Remember the linguistics of the Pandemic: The 

New Normal. We can’t go back to normal. The Great Reset. This was intentional and 

programming from the highest levels of government and financial sectors. Psychological and 

informational warfare tactics – in a 21st century military machine that understands their prey, 

their data, their weakness, and their trigger points. The Technocrats are not friendly allies; 

rather they are conduits to your enslavement. And one pays their salaries with our taxes sent to 

the government.] 

Non-Aggression 
This is simple, but yet so vital: the MASS FORMATION feels aggrieved over a host of issues, not 

just COVID. The free-floating nature of anxiety and frustration makes this a certainty. The more 



media engages in pushing extreme responses, labeling and otherizing, the more the mass 

formation people will snap, if given the opportunity, and the media will justify their behaviors. 

Therefore, one must remain calm and be able to de-escalate the most insidious plan operating 

in human history. 

One cannot say this enough: we are at a crossroads, whether by our own making or not, it is 

here. And very few are going to be able to grasp the grander implications (the term “conspiracy 

theorist” is a way to dismiss this discussion) as financial implosions, social chaos, medically-

enforced tyranny, and transhumanism-to-AI attempts are done to break the entire Western 

World: 

All. At. Once. 

Even being aware of this knocking at the door, is not at all a pleasant knowledge to have. It is 

not just me that knows I can’t go back to a simpler time and forget the futuristic, techno-

communist government rapping harder at my door that brings me back to that scared kid, age 

ten, in July 1982, when my father did the rapping. 

At times, this is like Jesus’s trial in the desert. The temptations to avoid – because this is a test 

of personal will – require resisting technological temptations that these globalist forces offer up 

like candy. To see now, if I can be a leader, even as flawed and mediocre as this nearly fifty-

year-old industrial engineer and writer is. And also: be a better son to a mother who left this 

Earthly place way too early. She would help me understand this better. The Wisdom of The 

Bible is to draw strength from our greatest adversities and defeat our greatest adversaries. 

There is no flawed humanity without the ability to rise to such challenges and give one’s last 

breath to this challenge of becoming that better man or woman. It makes no difference what 

you were – in fact, it only matters what you are, now, and how much fight is left in those bones 

and marrow coiling through a fragile skin and pumping energy into God’s most complex entity, 

owned by you: the human mind. 

The final form of humanity’s trek is yet to come. May we each give our final breaths in its 

greatest measure, in this fight, just begun, to walk proudly with God. 

  

https://www.marquette.edu/faith/reflections-lent-1.php


JULY 2022: The Price of Liberty Is To Remain Forever Vigilant 
We, as People, rarely provide for the freedom we have so adored over the last 240 

years. That in those twelve scores of time did see people fight for, and die, to give 

others, their freedoms; not without setbacks, or subversions, but a never-ending 

competition to maintain, what those freedoms truly are, at their zenith. The 

arguments about the past lacking a totality of liberty measures, for all, forgets that: no 

one was actually much free to do anything under the Powers of the European 

Monarchs and The Papacy. 

 

The first step in all endeavors is untether from forces that no longer have your 

particular interests at heart. Yet, it takes a steel, a fortitude, a special kind of bravery 

to first contemplate; then act; and more valiantly, and serendipitously, succeed in that 

glorious action. The Founders, whether you accept them as men of character, or 

debase them down to self-interested, had more guts and gumption than any men, or 

women, or transgender79, in the United States today. The Founders faced, and many 

did, hangings and pennilessness, as the outcome of their overt acts. 

Who in America today will die for their rights to speak freely; maintain arms; seek 

redress of grievances; afford due process to all; keep at bay foreign adversaries; seek 

not foreign entanglements; afford liberty and commerce to all; and votes to those 

vested in the success of this Great Experiment? 

 

One hears the groans from the Hegelian-minded that of “exploitative of 

resources,” while smearing anyone that dared to fight (or act) to create anything of 

value. Those weak-willed creatures that covet that which they do not have; and 

presume all is merely a convenience of inheritance by a selected few. Such is the 

narrow-minded thoughts brought by the foreign adversaries we once escaped. The 

subversion of an Open Society that lost its values, not due to its Common People’s 

lacking them, but rather: a homegrown Aristocracy that adopted the subverting 

poisons of our long-ago Cousins and the Modern Eastern enemies. 

These subversions never ceased after Independence. Those Cousin-ed enemies 

tried to divide us barely a score after birth with foreign entanglements. Thereafter, 

the flaw of slavery’s existence made for a two-score argument until enough blood 

https://jasonpowers.substack.com/p/episode-165-the-price-of-liberty#details


was shed to make that Constitutional correction in that original blight during our 

Fourth Score. Again, our British Cousins were heavily involved. 

 

By the turn of the next century, our commerce provided the world’s goods and 

an introduction as well to our reveling spirits and opportunities. Nevertheless, ill-

designing men carried forth a rash of legislation to attach Our Purse to International 

Interests80,81; while as well, offering inharmonious values from Our Cousins on the 

Continent. Those Cousins soon financed up bloodthirsty radicals for War, and 

Revolution, to the death of millions of their own Common People. It was too, an 

Aristocracy, not the Common People, that fomented our country’s entry into Two 

World Wars. Of which, one was justly, of our gravest concern, even as that, as well, 

was premeditated by a desirous administration in Washington, D.C.  

The issues thereafter on the Homefront were, as well, acts of subversion, of 

bitterness, and the ongoing struggle to make for a democratically-minded population 

in a Constitutional Republic with laws and values favored. Instead, Agencies grew82 to 

undo the very precepts of liberty, of trade, of free association, as naturally as a Class 

of Lords will slither around under a Feudal Despot. Our Constitution is silent to their 

existence; yet we allowed Representatives and Presidents and High Courts to 

delegate powers to these Agencies they, themselves, do not have. Such has been the 

albatross weighing Our Great Experiment down for the last five score. 

The ongoing struggle for Rights on the Homefront were acts of seeding Divide-

and-Rule from the same Cousins and Foreign Adversaries, that those malignant forces 

in Washington D.C. made, a Faustian Bargain with, to our country’s detriment and 

gutting. When one forgoes morality, or beliefs, or principles, then one can expect a 

Devil to blight one’s path soon. The Devil eagerly encourages those most resentful of 

toil & labor, of slow progress, and of independence in isolation; while also, most 

obliging to the quickest schemes of avarice, of gluttony, and of power, for power’s 

sake. This has befallen the United States since the last Great War. 

Many have seen this encroaching doom for their entire lives.83 But kept their 

tongues muted, in hopes, the Devil would soon be gone. But the Devil has demons 

aplenty to spare in a world more divorced than ever from a grounding in Nature, 

Philosophy, Sacrifice, and Frugality. The consumerism and idolatry of technology 



handed down from the Agencies through Kleptocratic Corporations that can 

prostitute their Man, or whore their Woman, for just a pittance of their ill-gotten 

wealth. Meantime, those Cousins, bankrupt financially and morally, and despising of 

anyone’s Rights, have aligned with our Eastern enemies to finish out their long-held 

objective: to destroy, by a thousand cuts, the Great Experiment. 

 

 

The question still remains: Will People Fight Again for Our Freedoms? 

Not just in the United States. Not just our closest Cousin to the North, who have 

already shown their metal. Or all the Countries interfered with, by those Agencies, to 

the south of our borders. But rather, the entirety of the Human Race to throw off 

the shackles of their most offending Despots-at-large, and Their Lesser Demons, that 

carry out their Devilish Designs. Or as Our Document of Independence put so 

beautifully:  

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, 

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, 

that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.--That 

to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving 

their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever 

any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the 

Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new 

Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its 

powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their 

Safety and Happiness.”84 

We shall see, in due time, whether the Spirit of Liberty has one last battle to wage 

against the Force of Evil. 

 

 

  



ADDENDUM: A Plea To U.S. Congress 
Dear Senators: 

The entirety of the United States depends on its ability to manage its resources and finances, 

while providing for the security of its people. Sadly, as the last eighteen months have shown, 

the ability to manage such essential pillars, during an international crisis (of which there is 

substantial evidence of a U.S. agency's complicity), has been a multi-faceted failure to mitigate, 

and identify properly, the risks to those essential pillars. 

As a result, we now have an inordinate dilemma. Driven by policies pursuing invariably the 

same objective, the destruction of our country's individual liberties, livelihoods, and societal 

contentment, one must ask: When does this stop? When do the lives of ordinary people 

matter? 

The U.S. monetary system is a fragile and complex thing. It rests on the "full faith and credit" of 

the ability of the United States (and its population) to service its obligations. We, as People, do 

not have the authority to merely create money at our whims. We must earn our faith-filled 

dollars to keep ourselves, our families, alive. We do not have the luxury of merely voting 

ourselves raises out of thin air. We have limits in our lives.  

Our country once operated on such limits based in: moral character, personal sacrifice, 

frugality, and a healthy distain of excesses. Some now ignore those needed principles, to a 

purposeful detriment, or a willful ignorance, of such issues regarding our country’s now 

perilous finances.  

They see the United States as a piggy bank to exploit for their own purposes through whatever 

scheme or design fits the moment of their robbery. They offer schemes of reparations to their 

constituencies. They brutally shame others to divide and conquer. They use greedy power grabs 

to push our country to its final demise, or, at the very least: submission to an ideology through 

psychological torture not seen in full bloom since the 1930s. That We, the People, once fought 

those ideologies – Communism & its kindred cousin, Nazism – is not lost on us that remember 

our history well.  

The purveyors of these need resisting at all costs. Or the World will suffer again in ways 

incomprehensible to the very imaginations of the ones most easily exploited to bring such evils 

to pass on this Earth. 

The U.S. citizen, the ones that build the roads, manage and fix electrical issues, appear in 

storms to provide needed food and water, pay amply too for the financial misdeeds of people 

from Wall Street to 1600 Pennsylvania. The wars from Vietnam through Iraq to Afghanistan, the 

financial casino ride of the 2000s, or the welfare policies in large cities that still pervade, but yet 

do next to nothing, for the very people, all Senators and Congress swore an oath to support, no 

matter their race, creed, or religion. 



As a result of these repetitive assaults on sane policies, by the year 2000, the National Debt 

stood at $5.7 Trillion. By the time a new President took office, in 2009, it was $11.9 Trillion. 

Then as that President left office, in 2017, the total was $20.24 Trillion. The National Debt has 

eclipsed $28 Trillion as of March 2021. Congress has added over $1 Trillion per year to the 

National Debt for 20 straight years. 

We, the People, can only pay so much. Our brow is not a limitless coffer of blood, sweat and 

tears. We too have limits to the amount of support to be given to any August body to do its job. 

Stop the madness of printing more and more money, “fiat” currency; or electronically creating 

checks for people to do, alas, nothing, as the 2020 Pandemic was exploitative of people who 

sweated, the most, for those that desired to do, the least. Thus, feeding the very monsters that 

will create more urban hellscapes from paying their idle hands to do the bidding of our 

enemies.  

Do not raise the Debt Ceiling. 

We have enough currency. We have enough debt! Doing so will escalate, very rapidly, inflation 

that is readily apparent in our daily goods.  

What we don’t have is the liberty and the free ability to make our economy sing. We need less 

interference from governments and large Wall Street entities that pick winners and losers. We 

need rational policies that protect local companies from exploitative ideologies, like China, who 

fired up 38 Gigawatts of coal plants in 2020, while promising “climate goals” by 2060.  And that 

is the least of China’s sins to be considered at present.  

Unleash the American spirit and allow it to prosper. 

Debt is slavery. National debt creates permanent slavery, that our enemies gleefully desire for 

the United States. 

Sincerely, 

(The author sent to Senator Todd Young of Indiana in early August 2020. He responded with a 

form letter that did not address this issue. Meanwhile, the debt ceiling argument was mooted. 

Note: The Federal Reserve needs to be abolished. The Debt Ceiling is a gimmick; but it is an 

issue to continue printing money, creating a debt-spiral that will inevitably crash of the United 

States.)  
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